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Abstract
Software changes are performed frequently to allow cutting edge features to be delivered
to users in a timely manner and to assuage the ever increasing security vulnerabilities
found in software. These changes, while necessary, can leave users dissatisfied with software that they use. Security patches can slow down computer performance, and extensive
user interface changes can leave users dissatisfied. This research presents a methodology
for identifying which software changes have high potential to cause user dissatisfaction.
As a part of the methodology, we use natural language processing to analyze the software
or system requirements business rule text to determine which changes, if they are implemented, will likely most prominently affect users. We identify these changes by analyzing
the change text for keywords that indicate the change has potential to affect the user interface or user experience (UI/UX). We analyze both the proposed changes document and
the original or current requirements document, called the baseline. We define a connectedness metric that is based on changes and related requirements and is used to quantify
where a change is likely to impact the current state of the software system. We further define transitive relationships which are derived from the change to baseline mappings, baseline to baseline mappings, and change to change mappings. These different types of relationships help detect multiple levels of dependencies among requirements and changes. We
use these relationships to quantify the potential impact of the proposed change on UI/UX.
We also investigate whether the impact of UI/UX changes differs from the impact of other
changes. We use 17 datasets in our experiments. The methodology can aid requirements
writers in consolidating disjointed requirements and can help link changes to requirements

ix

in the original or current requirements document. It can also help detect which software
features are most likely to cause user dissatisfaction.

x

Chapter 1. Introduction
User experience (UX) and usability of interactive software are often at the forefront
of users’ decisions when selecting software to use to accomplish a task. Typically software users prefer to use software that they feel is tailored to their specific needs. They
often prefer using software and tools that they are familiar with rather than using the best
tool for the task. Analysts often use easily accessible software such as Microsoft Excel to
perform many analysis tasks and sometimes go to great lengths to keep as many of the
analysis tasks in Excel as possible, even when they know it is not the best solution. Since
users want to work in software with which they have familiarity, large user interface (UI)
changes may lead to frustration with new versions of a product. An example of this dissatisfaction occurred when Microsoft removed the start menu from Windows 8. Many users
disliked the user interface without the start menu [53]. Third party companies took advantage of this change in Windows 8 and released add-ons for Windows 8 to add a start menu
back into the UI. Microsoft subsequently added the start menu back into the Windows 8.1
and Windows 10 UI [63]. Knowledge of changes that may cause user dissatisfaction before
the changes are implemented is valuable knowledge as the developers wish to minimize the
impact of such changes.

Determining the potential impact of software changes is an important factor in the development, maintenance, and evolution of systems. Software changes are being applied
with smaller time intervals between releases. This reduced time between changes could
have a cascade of bad changes applied in short succession if care is not taken by the developers when the software is being changed. Change impact analysis is part of a safety
1

standard in many domains, including the railway sector and the automotive industry [29].
Numerous researchers have addressed the need for assessing software change impact in areas such as software build activities [62], natural language requirements [24], safety critical
systems [29], software quality [55], and project management [22] . The impact of changes
specifically on usability and user experience has been a topic of research investigation by
numerous researchers [28], [48].

In this research, we develop a methodology to assist software designers with detecting
which software changes are most likely to cause user dissatisfaction. We use natural language processing to analyze the software or system requirements business rule text to determine those requirements which, if they are changed, will most likely affect users. As a
part of the methodology, we first analyze requirements to identify proposed changes that
will potentially impact UI/UX. We identify these changes by analyzing the change text
for keywords that indicate the changes are likely to affect UI/UX. We analyze both the
proposed changes document and original requirements document (or the requirements
document that represents the state of the system before the changes are implemented).
We define a connectedness metric that is used to quantify how a change impacts the current state of the software system by comparing the change set text against a baseline set
of requirements text. This baseline text represents either the original requirements document or the most recent requirements document. We further define transitive relationships
which are derived from the change to baseline mappings, baseline to baseline mappings,
and change to change mappings. These different types of relationships help detect multiple
levels of dependencies among requirements and changes.

2

Once we have identified these relationships, we use these relationships to quantify the
potential level of impact that the proposed change will have on the user. We analyze
keywords for potential effects on the usability, user interface, and/or user experience
(UI/UX). This methodology can be used to aid requirements writers in consolidating disjointed requirements and also for linking changes to requirements in the original or current
requirements document. The discovered relationships between documents can provide
insight to software developers and requirements writers that can help to consolidate and
streamline software changes and the associated documentation of those software changes.
This method can also be used to compare changes to the text of the last set of changes to
determine the potential level of impact on previous system changes. This assistance not
only can aid software designers with selecting features to deploy with a software release
but also can improve usability and user experience with the software being released.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) defines usability as: “[The] Extent to
which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [38]. This research helps software engineers classify parts of a software system that they may wish to either remain
unchanged in software releases or be minimally changed. This methodology can be used
to assist usability testing since software changes can positively affect UI/UX. Bandi and
Heeler define usability testing as: “A technique to explore the usability issues of a software product using prototypes and necessary documentation with appropriate users” [27].
Creating prototypes and documentation are time consuming activities and involve both
software engineers and analysts. Reduction of these tasks can reduce the time needed to

3

work through the software development life cycle (SDLC).

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the background and related work related to this research. Section 3 describes the research methodology. Section 4 describes the data used in this study. Sections 5 contains the experimental design and results. Section 6 describes the evaluation. Finally, Section 7 summarizes
the research.

4

Chapter 2. Related Work
The focus of this research is to identify requirements that when changed will likely affect the usability of the resulting software. We identify such requirements to help software
engineers avoid making system changes without first performing a sufficient level of analysis into what effect the change will have, and more importantly, how it will affect the system’s users. Since the user interface and workflow of software will be apparent to users
when they are changed, we review related research in change impact analysis, usability
evaluation, and user experience.
2.1. Change Impact Analysis
According to Borg et. al. change impact analysis is defined as “Identifying the potential consequences of a change or estimating what needs to be modified to accomplish a
change” [29]. They presented a case study ImpRec, a recommendation System for Software Engineering (RSSE). This system is used to assist with change impact analysis (CIA)
in an industrial safety critical system by mining software repositories and using information retrieval techniques. The ImpRec system recommends development artifacts that are
potentially impacted when resolving issue reports. They use a two-phase study to evaluate
the correctness and utility of the ImpRec system using simulation and evaluation measures.

Kchaou et al. described a method for determining change impact analysis (CIA) using information retrieval (IR) techniques with UML diagrams, use case diagrams, and
sequence diagrams [44]. They considered both inter–diagram and intra–diagram depen-

5

dencies using both the term frequency—inverse document frequency (TF—IDF) method
and the latent semantic indexing (LSI) method. They showed that using the LSI method
works well for determining change impact when changing system versions.

Kugele and Antkowiak designed a visualization of trace links for change impact analysis [45]. Their visualization technique used a degree and betweenness centrality measure
to determine artifact importance. They used a flow-based graph technique to show how
changes to an artifact affect other related artifacts. Their approach provided both global
and local viewpoints for users. The global viewpoint clusters information to show groups
of useful information. The clusters can be zoomed into to show the local view which is a
more detailed view of the dependencies among artifacts.

Moreno et. al. built ARENA (Automatic RElease Notes Generator) [49]. The design of
ARENA is based on manual analysis of 990 existing release notes from 55 different open
source projects. Forty-one of the projects were from the Apache open source community,
and the other 14 projects were from various other open source communities such as Firefox, Google Web Toolkit, and JUnit. The analyzed release notes were broken up into different categories with the largest groups of release notes containing content pertaining to
bug fixes and new feature additions. The content of the remaining release notes was modifications and behind the scenes enhancements such as code and operational refactorings.
They validated the release note generator using 56 participants consisting of 48 professional developers and 8 students. They performed four studies in which they showed the
completeness, importance, and usefulness of the release notes they generate. Developers
claimed that the release notes generated by ARENA were more useful than the notes writ6

ten by the team leader.

O’Neal and Carver designed a model to analyze the impact of requirement’s changes.
Their two-phase impact analysis approach calculated an impact method to predict the
level of effort required to modify existing work products when a change is needed. The
second phase placed the changes into groups of fuzzy compatibility classes. The classes are
ranked by the mean of the impact metrics in the class. They performed a case study using two groups of students from a graduate level software engineering course for validating
the method of prediction. The students introduced six changes, and the teams tracked the
in-person hours used to add the changes to the existing work products. They found that
their impact predictions were similar to the actual impact results [52] .

Gulzar et. al. designed a fuzzy approach for prioritizing usability requirement conflicts.
Using rules to quantify the seriousness of the conflicts using six factors: learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, satisfaction, and effectiveness [34]. They used the Mamdani
Method, for the fuzzy logic inference technique, and constructed a mathematical model
with rules for assigning values using if-then conditional logic [37]. This model allowed for
attributes with high, medium, and low values to be combined with logical and statements
and evaluated using the Cartesian artifact (product) of these rules. They evaluated their
system using an electronic health care system (EHCS). They asked usability and domain
experts to assign values using scales derived from the fuzzy logic obtained from the priorities of the stakeholders. They performed a statistical analysis to evaluate their approach.
They had 20 experts evaluate their results only considering effectiveness and efficiency.
They found that the experts primarily agreed with their approach. They also found that
7

the process was highly dependent on the focus and opinion of the analyst rating the factor
levels (low, medium, or high).

Arora et. al. created an approach for performing change impact analysis on natural
language requirements using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [24]. They
used a modified version of requirements from a satellite control system as their motivating
example. They used a five-step process: process requirements statements, apply change(s)
to requirements, identify differences after the change(s), specify propagation conditions
(examine the change for potential application to other requirements), and sort requirements based on relevance to change(s). They used both syntactic similarity, such as Levenstein similarity, [47], and semantic similarity measures, such as Path measure, both of
which are on a 0 to 1 scale with 0 meaning no similarity and 1 being a perfect match [58].
They used syntactic measures for matching reordered words in phrases, and semantic measures for matching similar or synonymous words and morphed words such as “play” and
“playing”. To process the requirements, they used text chunking followed by noun phrase
(NP) and verb phrase (VP) annotations. Next they extracted tokens from the NPs and
VPs, and removed stopwords. These steps prepared the document for similarity calculation. They used three strategies for building similarity functions: syntactic measures
only, semantic measures only, and both syntactic and semantic measures. They performed
data normalization such as removing poor similarity matches from further consideration.
Changes were then applied and differences determined. After the changes were made,
propagation conditions were specified and the likelihood of impact was calculated. They
implemented a tool called NARCIA (NAtural language change Impact Analyzer). They

8

evaluated their approach using two industrial case studies. They showed that their approach is effective with an average false positive rate under 10% and average false negative
rate near 0%. They also showed that their process is scalable with fairly short run times
in relation to the input size.

Treude et. al. developed a method for extracting software development tasks from software documentation [61]. They use Stanford’s Natural Language Processing (NLP) parser
to detect grammatical dependencies between words. They performed a preprocessing step
which removed tags from code so the parser can correctly identify parts of speech. They
defined a list of nine types of dependencies that they search for in the software documentation when they extract tasks from software documentation. They created 376 benchmarks sentences from software documentation to test the accuracy of their process and
found that it was 90.7% accurate with a 95% confidence interval.

Tufano et. al. describe a method to predict the impact of software changes on future
software build activities [62]. The authors indicate that as continuous integration, agile
methodology, and other rapid software deployment and delivery methods are adopted,
that extra focus needs to be put on how changes are made to software. Their focal points
are determining if a code change may negatively impact future builds, what is the change,
if any, in increased build time, and what percentage of future software builds may experience a build time increase. They present two graph algorithms for estimating outward and
inward dependencies based on the longest critical paths (LCPs) in the software code where
an outward dependency represents graph nodes (LCP in code) that is used by other code,
and an inward dependency represents graph nodes (LCP in code) that uses this code. Us9

ing these connections, they use historical build data to produce the estimations for future
builds.

Rempel et. al. analyzed the impact of requirements traceability on completeness on
software quality [55]. They derived a description model from the existing traceability artifacts in order to define the primary traceability use cases in the backdrop of software
development. They distinguish between implementing new requirements and implementing
changes to existing requirements. Using these two scenarios, they classify four traceability
use cases in the context of software implementation: high level impact, low level impact,
requirements satisfaction analysis, and source code justification analysis. They conducted
a two-level Poisson regression analysis to show that traceability completeness significantly
affects software quality. They found that traceability completeness varied among the different use cases, and that increasing traceability completeness in turn increases software
quality. They also found that traceability completeness is not dependent on the software
development team size. Finally they found that the effect of traceability completeness on
software quality was not dependent on the time span between code changes. Some of the
datasets in the work of [55] are used in this research.

Filho defined a change impact analysis method to capture change impacts from business rules [51]. He evaluated 15 traceability techniques to determine what types of impacts
those techniques capture, and he observed that none of the techniques properly handle
business specific concerns. He focused on whether techniques require manual intervention to create or modify trace links. He used precision and recall as his measurement of
success with a goal of 100% precision and recall. He proposed using the Functionality10

Information-Rule (FIR) model that he defined in a previous body of work for the evaluation, [50].

Shahid et. al. defined a new approach to software traceability to further support software maintenance efforts by a software development team [60]. They constructed and
tested a prototype tool called the Hybrid Coverage Analysis Tool (HYACAT). In order to
create this prototype they first generated a traceability matrix between requirements and
test cases. This information was stored in a log file where a trace analyzer analyzed it,
then transferred it to a database repository. Three types of traceability matrices are created: Test case to Package, Test case to Class, and Test case to Method. Source code files
were written in C++ and were later transformed into XML. The authors developed a code
parser to parse the XML code; capture method, class, and package information; and store
it in the database. The results were bench marked against another change impact analysis
approach called CATIA and measured by S-Ratio which shows how fast a secondary impact corresponds to the actual impact. HYACAT had a slightly improved S-Ratio when
comparing classes and a much higher S-Ratio when comparing methods and packages.

Ali et. al. identified the challenges associated with change impact analysis for software
projects [22]. They considered four different types of change requirement relationships and
their definitions: aggregation, composition, necessary impact relationship, and supplementary impact relationships. Aggregation relationships indicated that an artifact was part
of another artifact but that the part was independent of the whole artifact. The composition relationship also indicated that an artifact was part of another artifact and that
the part was dependent on the whole artifact. The necessary impact relationship specified
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that a source artifact was necessary as input to produce a target artifact. Supplementary
impact relationships indicated that a source artifact was used as supplementary input to
yield a target artifact. The authors conducted a pilot studied with project management
practitioners and interviewed them about how they applied change impact analysis to
their projects. They analyzed the interview data qualitatively and determined that most
important factor of change was project developers who were averse to making changes.
They also determined that change evaluation was the most difficult project issue currently.
They addressed these issues by recommending the formation of a change controlled board
(CCB). When changes were proposed by a change originator the CCB assigned a change
evaluator to assess the value of the proposed change to the business. They analyzed factors such as the cost of the proposed change, support for the change by regulatory or legal
requirements, potential conflict with existing requirements or proposed change requests,
ambiguity, and timeline risks. If the analysis produced negative analysis in this evaluation
then the evaluator could escalate the results up to the entire CCB for further review.

Asl et al. devised a method for estimating the change impact size during software development [25]. They defined 9 categories of changed types: addition, modification-major
grow, modification-grow, modification-minor grow, modification-negligible, modificationminor shrink, modification-shrink, modification-major shrink, and deletion. They assigned
changed typed factor (CTF) values from 1 to -1 starting with addition at 1 all the way
down to deletion at -1. They used these requirement change types to build out their
change impact size estimator (CISE) and to design their class interaction prediction
(CIP) model. The CIP model used both vertical and horizontal relationships among
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requirements and design artifacts to predict the class interactions. They used the output of the CIP process as input to an impact analysis step that ultimately connects the
design artifacts with code. Their impact analysis process determined which classes were
fully developed and not fully developed. They used the predicted impact classes to define the impact size factor (ISF) which they defined as the sum of the probable change
volumes in each identified impact class by change typed factor for related requirement
change requests. They evaluated the results produced by their approach in five steps:
design, preparation, collection, analysis, and reporting. They showed a mean magnitude of
relative error of 6.3% which they indicated justifies the CISE approach.

Elkholy et al. defined a change taxonomy based on change reasons, change level, change
effects, and changed system properties [33]. They examined a few properties of each of
these areas. Change reasons they examined include new requirements and failure. They
examined requirements, design changes, and code changes for the change level area. They
focused on three types of requirements: condition dependency which includes constraints
and preconditions; satisfaction dependencies, which means that the implementation of requirement X subsumes and satisfies requirement Y; and value related dependencies such as
the value of requirement X is dependent on the value of requirement Y. Design changes include: functional dependencies where one action depends on the output of another action;
component dependencies where components share the same path during program execution; and temporal dependencies where actions are related temporally. Code change analysis was based on structural and semantic coupling. They examined change impact and
change propagation for the change effect area. Change impact was measured by the degree
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of coupling between components. Change propagation was shown by analyzing vertical
and horizontal propagation. Finally they examined the coupling between components and
system call dependency for the changed system properties area. System call dependencies are dependencies between the software system and the operating system. The authors
evaluated their system by supporting the software of an international insurance company.
They examined two change requests which were the introduction of a new operating system and a new policy of offering new cars to clients. The introduction of the new operating system showed that the high degree of coupling in the object-oriented software system
would lead to high propagation. This result led developers to conclude that the OS would
not be compatible with the system without either rewriting significant portions of the system, or writing new code for compatibility. The introduction of the new policy was shown
to be similar to a previous policy change by using the taxonomy and that the new policy
was expected to have a similar cost and implementation time frame as the previous similar
change. This result allowed the development team to plan implementation more accurately
and efficiently.

Rovegard et. al. performed an empirical study on views of the importance of change
impact analysis issues [57]. They defined areas of exploration into change impact analysis
from two different perspectives: organizational and self (individual) and three different
types of decisions: operative, tactical, and strategic. They interviewed 18 employees at
Ericsson AB in different roles and in different management levels to investigate whether
different levels and perspectives of people viewed CIA differently and to analyze whether
the different organizational and perspective groupings made are meaningful. They used a
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triangulation and filtering scheme to create a complete list of issues consisting of:
1. A list generated from the interviews by issue topic.
2. Qualitative information gathered in the interviews.
3. Information from related literature.

They discovered 25 total issues which they filtered down to 6 specific issues [57]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A missing process that was previously defined.
Automation and tools were missing.
Manual CIA work is time consuming and difficult to perform.
Accessible traceability is lacking.
Documentation is stale.
Documentation that is available has a scope that is too broad.

They designed a dissimilarity measure for quantitative analysis and an organizational level
difference measure for each perspective for the qualitative analysis. Their analysis ultimately led them to five recommendations on how to address the most important issues
discovered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Limit active outstanding change requests.
Classify change requests into different change tracks.
Plan ahead for a large number of change requests.
Store previous CIA results in a knowledge base for future use.
Use tools or methods to produce higher quality analyses.

2.2. Usability Evaluation and User Experience
Kamimori et al. devised an automatic method for generating a web-based prototype
widget to validate functional usability requirements [43]. To accomplish this validation,
they defined metamodels for screen transitions and their associated behaviors along with
live interactive widget metamodels. They showed that their approach enhanced prototyping efficiency.
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Bakaev et al. discussed current usability trends with major focus on automatic usability
evaluation of websites [26]. They indicated that search engines are becoming a larger driving force in the definition of usability through their ranking algorithms. Websites which
are ranked higher in usability according to the search engines are ranked higher in search
engine searches, leading website designers to build sites according to the search engine’s
usability metrics in order to rank higher in subsequent searches.

Elaklouk and Zin designed a rehabilitation gaming system for cognitive deficiencies [32].
The system allowed therapists to design games to aid in the rehabilitation of patients with
brain injuries such as traumatic brain injury and stroke. They used a usability questionnaire to measure five areas of usability: design/layout, ease of use, learnability, usefulness,
and satisfaction. They used Cronbach’s Alpha to estimate the reliability of questionnaire
responses. Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of reliability or consistency [21]. The rating for
each category was above 0.7 which shows the reliability of the constructs used.

Devy et al. evaluated the user experience of an English learning interface using both a
user experience questionnaire and a system usability scale [30]. They used a questionnaire
and system usability scale to compare three different types of interfaces: multimedia with
only text, multimedia without cueing, and multimedia with cueing. The system usability scale indicated that a system’s usability was acceptable if the score was above 70. All
three types of multimedia given in the experiment were rated above 70 with multimedia
without cue being rated the highest. The results from the questionnaire also showed that
users favored the multimedia interface without cueing.
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Bessghaier and Souii evaluated the usability of hybrid mobile user interfaces [28]. They
focused on applications that were developed using HTML (HyperText Markup Language),
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), and JavaScript. Applications for mobile phones which are
developed using these three programming languages will run on both Android and Apple
smartphones. Use of web programming languages instead of platform specific languages
saves mobile developers from performing double the work they would normally have to
perform by developing apps for each Apple OS using Objective-C or Swift and also for
Android phones using Java. Since apps developed using standard web programming languages do not use the native environment for each type of smartphone, it can result in
usability issues. They referred to these non-native apps as hybrid applications (apps). The
authors selected 13 structural defects to identify issues with hybrid apps. They found that
in four systems more than 60% of evaluators detected the incorrect appearance of widgets.
The authors asked the users about their point of view regarding the hybrid apps. The area
that was most often complained about dealt with appearance and layout of widgets. The
users often said the system functioned correctly but was not appealing, and that if they
could find a more appealing app they would promptly switch to using it instead of the hybrid app.

Hassan and Galal-Edeen performed extensive research into the relationship between usability and user experience [36]. They drew upon the results from many other researchers’
work to categorize usability and user experience using pragmatic and hedonic perspectives.
Using these perspectives of user experience and usability, they derived four potential relationships between usability and user experience. They concluded that usability is part of
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user experience, usability is a user experience measure, and user experience and usability
complete each other.

Kabir et. al. used fuzzy association rule mining with twelve usability factors extracted
from ten usability evaluation models and a questionnaire to obtain knowledge from mobile application users that can enhance usability [42]. They extracted the usability factors
from ten usability models using a usability extraction algorithm, and they used the twelve
extracted usability factors to design a user questionnaire. The users’ answer datasets were
used as input into their fuzzy association rule (FAR) algorithm. They showed with confidence of 83% that if the presentation method is clear and understandable then it will be
easier for users to accomplish their tasks.

Kumar and Hasteer analyzed the usability of an academic website using split testing
by creating two versions of the website NoteSpot to use for their split testing [46]. They
used five open source tools to evaluate five areas of the websites: navigability, readability,
loading speed, accessibility, and functional performance. They used Google Analytics to
evaluate navigability, Readable.io to evaluate readability, GTmetrix to evaluate loading
speed, Qualidator to evaluate accessibility, and Nibbler to evaluate functional performance
on both of the websites. The differences between the two websites were (1) where they
were hosted, and (2) an added search feature on one of the websites. They found that the
website that contained the search feature performed better in nearly every metric in each
of the five categories and performed better in most of the metrics in each category, causing
it to be evaluated as a better website feature.
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Amadi-Echendu and de Wit studied users’ attitudes towards the Computerized Maintenance Information System (CMMS) [23]. They used four user perception constructs for
their study: ease of use, usefulness, system characteristics, and training. They used these
constructs to design a survey centered around four different areas of functionality of the
CMMS: receive data, store data, retrieve data, and transmit data. For each of these areas
they designed questions around the four user perception constructs. They used Cronbach’s
alpha test on the test survey results to establish the reliability and consistency of the survey. The main results were that training had a strong influence on users’ perceptions and
acceptance of technology systems.

Men et. al. studied the impact of transitions on user experience in virtual reality settings [48]. They used four different types of transitions between scenes and exposed their
subjects to the transitions. Afterwards, they asked a series of questions to the users about
how the transitions affected their experience with the virtual environment and how realistic the transitions were. They used the questions to measure the users’ sense of spatial
presence, involvement, and realism. They found that one type of transition kept users
immersed in their current environment and was useful for transitions without major environmental changes. They found that another type of transition was better suited to
break immersion and make users feel as though they have transitioned to another location. Transitions in virtual reality settings are more perceptible than transitions in other
applications such as web applications; however transitions in a web setting can be smooth
or more jarring such as when a transition causes a page refresh. Page refreshes in the web
setting cause the screen to briefly flash and can be jarring to users, and they should only
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be used when website designers want to change the mindset of their users.

Haaksma et. al. researched how users conceptualize usability and user experience of
electronic and software products [35]. They defined usability as: “Usability is known as
the extent to which a product effectively and satisfactorily helps users achieve their goals”
[40]. They defined user experience (UX) as: “UX is generally seen as people’s perceptions
and responses resulting from the (anticipated) use of a product” [39]. They found that
most users see usability as contributing to user experience or that it is part of user experience. The authors developed a graph with four quadrants with usability from low to high
on the X axis and user experience from low to high on the Y axis. They evaluated electronics’ usability and user experience, in addition to computer systems usability and user
experience. They found that their users conceptualized usability as how easy a product is
to use and user experience as meaning that the product works and does what it was intended to do. High usability and low user experience were labeled as the product being
usable or operable but not necessarily enjoyable. The authors also noted that products
can have high user experience but low usability meaning that it takes time to learn how
to use the product but that once the product is learned it is enjoyable. The authors indicated that user experience cannot fully encompass usability for all products. Usability was
most often associated with ease of use, and user experience was most often associated with
enjoyment during use.

Kabir et. al. reviewed ten software quality models for usability factors while comparing the usability factors across models [41]. The ten models they examined are: McCall’s
quality model, Boehm’s quality model, Shackel’s quality model, FURPS (functionality,
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usability, reliability, performance, and supportability) model, Nielson’s model, Software
Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI) model, ISO 9241 – 11, ISO 9126, Quality in Use
Integrated Measurement (QUIM), and Software Engineering Methodologies (SEM). They
use these ten models to derive twelve usability factors (UF) categories that are used to define their improved usability evaluation model. These categories are:
UF1. Operability.
UF2. Efficiency.
UF3. Effectiveness.
UF4. Learnability.
UF5. Training.
UF6. Satisfaction.
UF7. Understandability.
UF8. Helpfulness.
UF9. Attractiveness.
UF10. Reliability.
UF11. Usability Compliance.
UF12. Human Engineering.

The authors plan to implement this new usability evaluation model in future work in a
business application. They also plan to use this model for quantitative usability measurements.

Sari and Rochimah evaluated website usability components using Generalized Structured Component Analysis (GeSCA) [59]. They defined four approaches which they referred to as A, B, C, and D, which are used for the design of their research methodology.
Approach A evaluated usability with reference to components of pre-established models
such as Eason’s model, Shackel’s model, Nielson’s model, ISO 9241 – 11, ISO 9126, and
QUIM. Approach B analyzed and assessed components that affect and/or influence the
usability of a website against the intended design of that website component. Approach
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C was used to develop stronger components to measure the usability of a website based
information system. Approach D was used to develop usability components to meet the
demand of modern business software by analyzing the components of ten existing quality models. They validated the usability components of approaches A, B, C, and D using
GeSCA. They generated 29 measurement instruments to map to 17 variables. Examples
of the variables are: usability, effectiveness, efficiency, learnability, satisfaction, navigability, reliability, etc. After evaluating their models, the authors concluded that the usability
components of A, B, C, and D have a direct effect on usability.
2.3. Relationship to Proposed Research
Common themes in this related work are change impact analysis, usability, and user
experience. Some of the above research such as [23], [48], and [35] delve deep into users’
feelings about the usability of the software. We capitalize and expand on this work and
explore usability, user experience (UX), change impact analysis, and users’ perceptions
of software changes. We explore change impacts on user experience and usability focused
on the model of usability and user experience shown in Figure 2.1 which conforms to the
work of Hassan et al. [36]. Our research focuses more closely on how changes affect users
and their perception of the software they use. We evaluate the magnitude of the effect of
the changes on users. We provide information to software developers that will assist them
to avoid making changes that would result in a negative user perception of their software
and/or enable developers to minimize the negative impact that such a change would impose on the users.
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Figure 2.1. Usability/User Experience Relationship
User Experience is defined as: “UX is generally seen as people’s perceptions and responses from the (anticipated) use of a product” [39]. Usability is defined as: “The extent
to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve their goals” [40].
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Chapter 3. Research Methodology
Most modern software evolves after initial deployment. Software changes that are a
part of that evolution often are documented in a changes document. One of the challenges
when changing software is understanding the portions of the existing requirements and
code that could be affected by the change in order to avoid or minimize unexpected negative effects from the changes to users. Mature software development processes usually
have a step where changes are proposed and approved by product owners. Changes are often documented in a change document, or they are added into the requirements document
for the next version of the software. Understanding how a change or a new requirement
potentially affects existing requirements leads to better understanding by software developers. We seek to characterize which changes have a higher impact on user satisfaction in
a given set of software changes. To establish this characterization we address the following
research questions:
RQ1: Can a multi-level similarity matching process improve precision and recall
between requirements and changes?
RQ2: Can user experience impact (IUX) changes be identified and ranked according to
the relationship level between changes and their associated requirements?
RQ3: Does the impact of IUX changes differ from the impact of non-IUX changes?

This chapter contains an algorithm, some figures, and tables adapted from the previously published
works of “Discovering Relationships Among Software Artifacts” (2020) and “Measuring Software Change
Impact Using Requirement Dependencies” (2021) both by Job M. Champagne and Doris L. Carver reused
with permission of IEEE.
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3.1. Research Overview
The research approach consists of the following seven steps, which are describe in detail
in Section 3.2.
1: Develop a user experience impact (IUX) classification.
2: Define a system requirements/change model used for defining the methodology.
3: Analyze a) the current state of a software system’s requirements by analyzing the
baseline requirements set and finding requirements which if changed affect the system’s user experience, and b) analyze the change set to identify changes that have
the potential to impact user experience.
4: Match changes in the change set with the baselines in the baseline set, and segregate non-matched changes into a non-matched change set.
5: Classify changes that have potential to affect the user experience by mapping
changes to a user impact classification.
6: Quantify and rank the effect on user experience of the proposed changes.
7: Evaluate the results.
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Figure 3.1 shows the workflow of the research approach:

Figure 3.1. Research Plan Workflow
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3.2. Research Steps
We elaborate on the seven steps presented in section 3.1 in sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.5.
3.2.1. Classification of User Experience Factors
We first define factors affecting user experience (IUX) as they relate to software system
changes and how users perceive these changes. We divide the different areas of user experience into the following categories C = {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 } where:
C1 = User input into the system with no immediate system action. An example of this
type of interaction is loading files into a system that will process them for an extended period of time.
C2 = System output to the user that does not require user action or input. Examples of
this type of interaction are when a system emails users to notify them of an action
being completed, and the system is not dependent on any user action to continue
operating normally. Automated systems, and batch systems fall into this category.
C3 = User input with an immediate system response. An example of this type of interaction is when users enter two numbers into the calculator and press the addition
button. The system immediately responds with the sum of the two numbers.
C4 = System output that requires user input to continue. An example of this type of interaction is an interactive system like a video game where users may enter into a
dialog with a character in the game and that character may ask a question that requires a response. The system will wait for user input before it can perform any
other actions.
C5 = Requirements regarding the visual aspects of the system such as colors and layout.
These requirements will be directly perceptible to users due to their direct visibility
when using the software system.

These five categories are derived from [19], [59], [42], and [46].
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3.2.2. Requirements Analysis Model
We model the elements of the research, described in Figure 3, as a set-based model. We
define the baseline requirements, RDB , as:
RDB = {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , ..., RN }

where each Rn in RDB represents an individual requirement and N is the total number of
requirements in the baseline requirements document. We define the document containing
the proposed changes, RDC , as:
′
}
RDC = {R1′ , R2′ , R3′ , R4′ , ..., RM

where each R′ m in RDC represents an individual change and M is the total number of
changes in the change document. We describe the process to identify these sets in Section
3.2.3.

We define the baseline to baseline mapping set, RDBB , as:
RDBB = {RBB1 , RBB2 , RBB3 , RBB4 , ..., RBBI }

where each RBBi in RDBB represents an individual baseline requirement which is mapped
to one or more other baseline requirements, and I is the total number of mappings in the
baseline to baseline requirements set. We define the set containing the proposed changes
which map to one or more baseline requirements, RDCB , as:
RDCB = {RCB1 , RCB2 , RCB3 , RCB4 , ..., RCBJ }

where each RCBj in RDCB represents an individual change which is mapped to one or more
baseline requirements, and J is the total number of mappings in the change to baseline
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document. We define the set containing the proposed changes which map to one or more
other changes, RDCC , as:
RDCC = {RCC1 , RCC2 , RCC3 , RCC4 , ..., RCCK }

where each RCCk in RDCC represents an individual change which is mapped to one or
more other changes, and K is the total number of mappings in the change to change set.

If RDB ∩ RDC = ∅, no mapping exists from RDB to RDC , and only new changes are
added to a mapping output set RDM where RDM = RDB ∆ RDC . If RDB ∩ RDC ̸= ∅,
then RDM will contain only requirements that have changes proposed to them. We divide
requirements updates and new requirements into two separate sets by performing the relative complement, RDB \ RDC . This relative complement yields a set of requirements that
are updated with the proposed changes. The relative complement, RDB \ RDC yields a
set of new system requirements, RDN where RDN = RDB \ RDC , that can be merged with
the proposed system changes from RDC . The set RDB ∪ RDC contains all requirements
for the current state of the system and its proposed changes. We also use the symmetric
difference of RDB and RDC (defined as: RDB ∆ RDC = (RDB \ RDC ) ∪ (RDC \ RDB ))
to yield a final set with no overlap between RDB and RDC , called RDM .

We define the first and second order transitive relationships between baselines, changes
to baselines, and changes to changes. To define these transitive relationships we use the
set definitions for RDBB , RDCB , RDCC . The first order transitive relationship maps a
change to change which maps to a baseline.
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We use RDCC and RDCB to build this first order transitive set, named RD1st as follows:
RD1st = RDCC ∩ RDCB .

If either RDCC = ∅ or RDCB = ∅, no first order transitive relationships exist. The second
order transitive relationship maps a change to a baseline which maps to another baseline.
We use RDCB and RDBB to build this set, RD2nd as follows:
RD2nd = RDCB ∩ RDBB .

If either RDCB = ∅ or RDBB = ∅, no second order transitive relationships exist. The combined results set, RDCRD = RDCB ∪ RDBB ∪ RDCC ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd , is the set that will
be used in the ranking process in the change impact formula, described in section 3.2.5.
Table 3.1 contains all set definitions.
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Table 3.1. Set Definitions
RDB = {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , ..., RN } Baseline requirements set
′
RDC = {R1′ , R2′ , R3′ , R4′ , ..., RM
} Change set

RDB ∩ RDC = ∅ All new requirements
RDB ∩ RDC ̸= ∅ Requirements in RDC that are changes to RDB
RDN = RDB \ RDC New requirements with no match in RDB
RDM = RDB ∆ RDC Mapping set containing requirements from changes set
with overlap in the baseline set
RDBB = {RBB1 , RBB2 , RBB3 , RBB4 , ..., RBBI } Baseline to baseline mapping set
RDCB = {RCB1 , RCB2 , RCB3 , RCB4 , ..., RCBJ } Change to baseline mapping set
RDCC = {RCC1 , RCC2 , RCC3 , RCC4 , ..., RCCK } Change to change mapping set
RD1st = RDCC ∩ RDCB First order transitive mapping set
RD2nd = RDCB ∩ RDBB Second order transitive mapping set
RDCRD = RDCB ∪ RDBB ∪ RDCC ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd Combined results set
RDFinal = Final output

3.2.3. Analyzing changes
We define a methodology for identifying software system requirements and changes that
potentially impact user experience. Identification of software system changes depends on
analysis of the requirements text for the current version of the system coupled with analysis of the proposed changes. Figure 3.2 shows the requirements analysis process. Steps 1
and 2 are described in more detail in section 3.2.3.1, steps 3 and 4 are described in more
detail in section 3.2.3.2 – 3.2.4.2, and step 5 is described in more detail in section 3.2.5.
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Figure 3.2. Requirements to Change Matching and Ranking Processes
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3.2.3.1. Pre-Processing Requirements and Changes
Figure 3.3 shows a high level view of the preprocessing of the requirements analysis
process shown in steps 1 and 2. We first normalize the baseline and change text by performing common text pre-processing steps such as removing stopwords, expanding contractions, and converting all letters to lowercase.

Figure 3.3. Requirements Analysis Pre-processing
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3.2.3.2. Analysis of Baselines and Changes for IUX
We define a list of usability related key words and phrases for each of the five categories
inspired by [19], [59], [42], [46], and [48]. Let I be a set of user action words/phrases and
nouns where
I = {user shall, user will, system shall, system will}.

Let M be a set of action words where
M = {input, speak, gesture, touch, enter, type, key in, attach, upload, click, press,
right click, select, display, show, send, generate, emit}.

Let E be the set of ending words/phrases where
E = {value, text, file, document, item, output, output user, screen, printer,
other device, message, email, notification, to user, sound,
audible, haptic feedback, instructions}.

For i ∈ I, m ∈ M, and e ∈ E, i · m · e, where · represents concatenation that is not necessarily juxtapositioned; I, M, and E are usability sets of user interaction words which are
used to construct usability related phrases to search for in a requirement such as “The
user shall examine the balance and input the value”.
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Another set of visualization related words indicates impact on user experience. Let V
be a set of visibility words/phrases where
V = {color, skin, layout, display, resolution, window size, theme,
transparent, typographic, graphic, contrast, brightness, white space, checkbox,
radio button, dropdown list, list box, button, dropdown button, dropdown control,
radio control, datepicker control, form, toggle, text field, datepicker search field,
breadcrumb, pagination, tag, slider, icon, image carousel, notification, progress bar,
tool tip, message box, modal window, pop up, accordion}

. We search for any v ∈ V in a requirement as a way of identifying potential impact on
user experience. The sets I, M, E, and V could be expanded. We mark the requirements
identified based on i · m · e · v as requirements that have potential impact on user experience.

Table 3.2 shows the usability set definitions, and Algorithm 1 describes the step which
analyzes the requirements and change documents to identify requirements that potentially
impact user experience. Algorithm 1 can be applied as a preprocessing step to limit the
set to be analyzed to only requirements impacting UI/UX, or the algorithm could be applied after analyzing all software changes that impact a system as a subset of the overall
change impact analysis.
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Table 3.2. Usability Set Definitions
The set of User action words/phrases: I = {user shall, user will,
system shall, system will}
The set of Action words:

M = {input, speak, gesture, touch, enter,

type, key in, attach, upload, click, press, right click, select,
display, show, send, generate, emit}
The set of Ending words: E = {value, text, file, document, item,
output, output to the user, screen, printer, other device, message,
email, notification, to user(s), sound, audible, haptic feedback,
instructions}
The set of Visibility words: V = {Color, skin, layout, grid,
display, render, resolution, window size, theme, transparent,
typographic, graphic, contrast, brightness, white space
checkbox, radio button, dropdown list, list box, button,
dropdown control, radio control, datepicker control, form, toggle,
text field, datepicker search field, breadcrumb, pagination, tag,
slider, icon, image carousel, notification, progress bar, tool tip,
message box, modal window, pop up, accordion}
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Algorithm 1: IUX Requirements and Change Documents Algorithm
Result: Analyzed RDB , RDC , or RDFinal .
1

Inputs: RDB , RDC , or RDFinal , I, M, E, and V. Let i ∈ I, m ∈ M, e ∈ E, and v
∈ V.
/* Note that in the following steps i · m · e · v do not have to be
juxtapositioned.

They just need to be present somewhere in the

requirements’ text.
2
3

*/

foreach Rn ∈ (RDB ∨ RDC ) do
Search for i · m · e · v ∈ (RDB ∨ RDC ). if i · m · e · v ∈ (RDB ∨ RDC )
then
Mark requirement Rn as potentially impacting user experience and add

4

Rn to RDB , RDC , or RDFinal .
5
6

end
end

Line 3 of Algorithm 1 uses the requirements from the baseline requirements set or
change set as input. The first step is to analyze the changes to build a set containing
changes that have potential to impact user experience. Line 3 loops through each requirement or change in the input and searches for keywords and phrases in that text. Line 4
searches for i · m · e · v in a change, and when found, lines 5 and 6 add that baseline or
change to the relevant output set, RDB , RDC , or RDFinal . This output set, which can be
RDB , RDC , or RDFinal , will contain all the baselines and/or changes marked for likely
impacting user experience.
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3.2.3.3. UI/UX Set Mappings
We map combinations of the usability related key words and phrases to the IUX categories C = {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 }. The presence of words from sets M, E, or V indicates the
possibility of a UI/UX change. More specifically, the presence of words from set V indicates that a change affects a form or page, the appearance, or the page interrelationships
which could affect requirement types 1, 3, 4, and 5 from the list in section 3.2.1. Changes
with words from sets M and E, with or without a preceding word from set I, indicate a
possible change to system messages, and changes that contain words from sets M and E
can affect performance which can affect requirement types 1, 2, 3, and 4. Changes with
words from sets M, E, and V can indicate bug fixes and/or functionality changes, error
handling, and output which can affect all types. Table 3.3 shows a mapping of keyword
sets to the categories, where parenthesis around a set indicates that the mapping belongs
in the shown categories whether a word from that set is present or not.
Table 3.3. UI/UX Category Mappings
IUX Categories

UI/UX Word Sets

C1 , C2 , C3 , C4

I

C1 , C2 , C3

M

C2 , C3 , C4

E

C1 , C3 , C4 , C5

V

C1 , C2 , C3 , C4

(I), M, E

C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5

(I), M, E, V
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3.2.4. Requirements Mapping Plan
We map baseline requirements to changes using semantic similarity. We use cosine similarity as the similarity measure and perform matching after first executing standard text
normalization techniques such as case normalization and stop-word removal.
3.2.4.1. Mapping of Requirements to Changes
We use RDB and RDC to generate a combined set, RDM , which contains the change to
baseline mappings. We match changes from RDC to the baseline requirements in RDB by
natural language processing using cosine similarity. Cosine similarity is the cosine of the
angle between two vectors, which in this case is the angle between two vectorized phrases
which yields the measure of similarity between two strings. We set a similarity threshold
that if met or exceeded classifies the requirement as a change to an existing requirement.
If the threshold is not met or exceeded, the change is classified as a new requirement.

A standard change to the baseline requirement mapping method which maps each
Ri ∈ RDC to one or more R′ j ∈ RDB , is shown in Figure 3.4. If requirements are poorly
written, the mapping method may miss potentially valuable mappings. In addition,
requirements documents over time tend to become heavily modified without a comprehensive review such that new changes are continually added, but the document is rarely
reread from beginning to end for consolidation and rewriting of requirements and changes.
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Figure 3.4. Requirements Mapping Method

Furthermore, documents get passed down from senior analysts to junior analysts who may
not have been present at the time the system was designed, leading to the further proliferation of these minimally reviewed and heavily altered requirements. These issues can lead
to document degradation over time which can negatively impact a change mapping process. To help address these issues, we check the baseline document for possible consolidation and check all the changes from the change document that were not mapped to a baseline requirement against each other for similarity. If there is a high similarity among these
changes, then these documents are candidates for consolidation and rewriting. We assume
that the changes which are unlikely to map to baseline requirements are most likely new
functionality. Figure 3.5 shows this enhanced method which is also operationalized in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 3.5. Enhanced Requirements Mapping Method

We use the Gensim library to vectorize and model the corpus [54]. We also use term
frequency / inverse document frequency, TF/IDF, and latent semantic indexing, LSI,
as part of this process. TF/IDF is an information retrieval based statistical method for
marking how important words are to a corpus, and LSI is an indexing technique that
uses singular value decomposition to identify relationships among concepts or context
in unstructured documents. These two methods are often combined and used in search
engines or document searching software. Lines 1 through 8 of Algorithm 2 prepare the
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requirements for analysis and mapping. The corpus, which is generated from the baseline requirements document, is prepared for textual analysis by performing the following
steps: load the baseline corpus into a list data structure; remove the stop words from each
requirement and tokenize it; remove uncommon words (words that only appear once);
convert words to lowercase and create a bag of words dictionary; transform vectors into
a TF-IDF model; perform LSI transformations on each vector; and store the vectorized
version of each baseline requirement. Lines 1 through 8 prepare the data for analysis
in the next steps. Lines 9 through 13 compare each baseline requirement against every
other baseline requirement, selecting the requirements which have matches at least at
the set threshold. Information gathered in this step can shed light on requirements that
are potential candidates for combination. Lines 14 through 18 map changes to baseline
requirements where there is a match at or above the set threshold between a change and
baseline requirement(s). Each change can map to zero or more baseline requirements.
Lines 19 through 28 perform the same five steps as lines 1 through 8 but for the change
document instead of the baseline requirements document. Each change is then compared
to each of the changes that did not already map to a baseline requirement. This step
can lead to the possible combination of changes and the discovery of links to baseline
requirements not already discovered in the previous steps. The result of these comparisons
is sorted by cosine similarity in descending order from best matched to worst matched. If
no match is found, the change can either be marked as a new requirement and set aside
or discarded/ignored when performing only change impact analysis based on change to
baseline relationships.
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Algorithm 2: Requirements Document Mapping Algorithm
(Algorithm cont’d)
Result: The mapping set RDM = RDB ∆ RDC which contains requirements in the change
document with overlap in baseline document along with similarity measures and
requirements mapping number.
1 Input: RDB , RDC .
2 Let Rn ∈ RDB and Rm ∈ RDC .
3 Separate requirements into individual requirements.
4 Number individual requirements (if needed).
/* Prepare requirements for similarity analysis

*/

5 foreach Rn ∈ RDB do
6

Remove stopwords and infrequent words (words appearing only once) from Rn and
vectorize corpus.

7

Transform vectors into TF-IDF model.

8

Perform LSI transformations on each vector.

9

Store the vectorized version of RDB for use in a later step.
/* Determine if any of the baseline requirements should be combined with
other baseline requirements.

10

*/

Search for closest matching Rn ∈ RDB \ Rn (by using Cosine Similarity between each Rn
and RDB \ Rn with at least the set threshold match rate).
/* If matches are found, begin building up mapping document best matches */

11

if match is found with at least the set threshold match rate then
Add Rn , its associated document number, similarity score, and the matching RDB \

12

Rn to the mapping set, RDM , to capture baseline requirements that should be
examined for potential combination.
13

end

14 end
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15 foreach Rm ∈ RDC do
16

Convert Rm to LSI space and index it.

17

Search for closest matching Rn ∈ RDB (by using Cosine Similarity between each Rn and
Rm with at least the set threshold match rate between Rn and Rm ).
/* If matches are found, add changes above threshold to the mapping set

18

*/

if match is found with at least the set threshold match rate then

19

Add Rm , along with its associated document number, similarity score, and the
matching Rn to the mapping set, RDM , to capture changed requirements.

20

else
/* Determine if any of the changes should be combined with other changes
(Note that the change document must first be vectorized and modeled
like the baseline document in order for us to perform this step).

21

Search for closest matching Rm in RDC \ Rm .

22

if match is found with at least the set threshold match rate then

23

*/

Add Rm , along with its associated document number, similarity score, and the
matching Rx ∈ RDC \ Rm to the mapping set, RDM , to capture changes that
should be examined for potential conglomeration.

24

else

25

Discard the match or add it a new requirements set RDN .

26
27

end
end

28 end

Figure 3.6 describes the process shown in Algorithm 2 which results in the creation of
RDM , the matches between the requirements and the changes. A sample of the output of
the process for a change to baseline query is shown in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.6. Requirements Comparison, Mapping, and Consolidation Process

The query string is an example of a single requirement that we wish to semantically match
to a list of requirements. The triplets shown in the example shown in Table 3.4 are Document Number (Doc #) which is the number of the requirement in the set, Similarity Score
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(Sim Score) which is the similarity score between -1 and 1 with 1 being a perfect match
and -1 being a complete mismatch, and the third element of the triplets is the Raw Text.
The full results have been truncated for brevity, however the best semantic matches are
shown.
3.2.4.2. Transitive Mappings
We add to the matching process by establishing transitive mappings, using the set definitions established in the requirements analysis model from section 3.2.2. Table 3.5 shows
the set definitions used to establish and store the transitive mappings. We show a graphical representation of the process that creates all of the mapping sets in Figure 3.7. We create RDBB from an intra-document semantic similarity cross mapping using RDB . This set
holds all the baseline to baseline relationships of the form BxRBy where Bx is baseline x
in RDB , By is baseline y in RDB , and R represents the relationship of semantic similarity
between the two baseline requirements. We create RDCB from an inter-document semantic
similarity mapping using RDC and RDB . This set holds all the change to baseline relationships of the form CxRBy where Cx is change x in RDC , By is baseline y in RDB and
R represents the relationship of semantic similarity between the change and baseline. We
create RDCC from an intra-document semantic similarity cross mapping using RDC . This
set holds all the change to change relationships of the form CxRCy where Cx is change x
in RDC , Cy is change y in RDC and R represents the relationship of semantic similarity
between the two changes.
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Table 3.4. Sample Results
Query String is: Alter the user interfaces in the application

Matching results in order from best match to worst match are:
Doc #, Sim Score, Raw Text
(5465, 0.99917525, 7. Inform the user whether the registration of the
,→ functional number to the user’s mobile was successful (performed by
,→ the mobile).)
(4378, 0.9973809, The system should run on multiple browsers )
(6800, 0.997183, The system will do periodic backups through a live
,→ internet connection. )
(6768, 0.99671024, User Interfaces FIGURES )
(7588, 0.9966812, User Interfaces )
(6828, 0.9919391, The system will employ on demand asynchronous loading for
,→ faster execution of pages. )

The first order transitive mapping step matches requirements from RDCC to requirements in RDCB . The second order transitive mapping step matches requirements from
RDCB to requirements in RDBB . We use regular expressions to extract the text blocks for
both the first order transitive set and second order transitive set. These sets are used to
generate the transitive mapping documents using the same matching thresholds as the
overall process, which is generally set at 70% minimum. The transitive documents also
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adhere to the same 70% minimum threshold as the overall process.
Table 3.5. Set Definitions for Transitive Mappings
RDB = {R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , ..., RN } Baseline requirements set
′
RDC = {R1′ , R2′ , R3′ , R4′ , ..., RM
} Change set

RDBB = {RBB1 , RBB2 , RBB3 , RBB4 , ..., RBBI } Baseline to baseline mapping set
RDCB = {RCB1 , RCB2 , RCB3 , RCB4 , ..., RCBJ } Change to baseline mapping set
RDCC = {RCC1 , RCC2 , RCC3 , RCC4 , ..., RCCK } Change to change mapping set
RD1st = RDCC ∩ RDCB First order transitive mapping set
RD2nd = RDCB ∩ RDBB Second order transitive mapping set

Figure 3.7. Set Generation Process

Using separate matching thresholds could be useful in releases with many proposed
changes and fewer baseline requirements, or in releases with many baseline requirements
and fewer proposed changes. This flexible configuration scheme enables the process to
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discover more interrelationships among the baselines or proposed changes which in turn
enables the possibility for more matches, stronger matches, and an overall higher potential
impact score. Finally, the transitive sets are combined with the RDBB , RDCB , and RDCC
to create an intermediate mapping text, RDCRD , set that will be used later as input to the
ranking step of the process. Figure 3.8 shows a graphical representation of the different
types of mappings. Figure 3.9 shows the transitive mapping process, and Algorithm 3
operationalizes this process. Lines 1 through 7 identify first order transitive relationships
and builds RD1st . Lines 8 through 12 identify second order transitive relationships and
builds RD2nd . Lines 13 through 15 analyze each change and adds all the relationship types
for each change to RDCRD . All of these relationships are useful for defining a connectedness metric that is based on the number of semantically related changes, baselines, and
transitive relationships.
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Figure 3.8. Transitive Relationships Example
Green = Baseline to Baseline Mappings
{BReq 1 ↔ BReq 3, BReq 1 ↔ BReq M}
Red = Change to Baseline Mappings
{CReq 1 ↔ BReq 2, CReq 2 ↔ BReq 1, CReq 2 ↔ BReq 3,
CReq 3 ↔ BReq M, CReq N ↔ BReq 3}
Orange = Change to Change Mappings
{CReq 1 ↔ CReq 3, CReq 2 ↔ CReq N}
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Figure 3.9. Transitive Mapping Process
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Algorithm 3: Transitive Mapping Algorithm
Result: The combined results set RDCRD = RDCB ∪ RDBB ∪ RDCC ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd
which contains requirements in the changes set that map to a baseline set along with
the baseline to baseline mappings, change to change mappings, 1st, and 2nd order
transitive mappings.
1 Input: RDCB , RDBB , RDCC .
2 Let Ri ∈ RDCB and Rj ∈ RDBB and Rk ∈ RDCC .
/* Identify first order transitive relationships

*/

3 foreach proposed change of Ri ∈ RDCB do
4

Search for a matching change of Rk ∈ RDCC .
/* If matches are found begin building up RD1st

5

if a proposed change of Ri ∈ RDCB is found to match a change of Rk ∈ RDCC then

6

Add Ri to Rk mapping to RD1st .

7

end

8

Search for a matching baseline of Rj ∈ RDBB .
/* If matches are found begin building up RD2nd

9

*/

if a baseline of Ri ∈ RDCB is found to match a baseline of Rj ∈ RDBB then

10
11

*/

Add Ri to Rj mapping to RD2nd .
end

12 end
13 foreach proposed change of Ri ∈ RDCB do
/* Build RDCRD with all types of relationships sectionalized by proposed
change
14

*/

Add each Ri with its associated Rj ∈ RDBB , Rk ∈ RDCC , Rx ∈ RD1st and Ry ∈ RD2nd to
RDCRD .

15 end
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3.2.5. Ranking of UI/UX Changes
The requirements analysis and ranking method analyzes and ranks requirements according to change impact and UI/UX impact. Once we identify requirements which impact user experience, we rank them according to an impact score. We use the results created from the transitive mapping process to define a weighted change impact metric. Direct change to baseline similarity mappings indicate a higher level of association between
the change and the baseline requirement(s) when the matching thresholds are set sufficiently high. Since there is a high level of association in these similarity mappings, we
weight these mappings higher than any other mapping types using a multiplier of three.
We use a multiplier of two for a first order transitive relationship since this relationship
indicates a high level of relatedness between a change x and another change y then from
change y to one or more baselines. We weight the second order relationships lowest since
they come from a single change mapped to a baseline that relates to one or more other
baselines. We weight the first order relationships higher since we are assessing the impact
of changes to an existing system, and a change that relates to another change which impacts one or more baselines indicates that the changes should be carefully applied since
they are closely related. Misapplying one of the changes could cause the other change to
break the system since the two changes are closely related.

Each weight category considers the number of relationships of that type when the
weight is applied. For example, a change that maps to fifteen baselines will be weighted
higher than a change that maps to five baselines. This weighting is applied to each category. The category weights can be adjusted depending on what type of system is being
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analyzed. For instance, a legacy system that is entering an end of life phase, similar to
a government software systems, may not require as many changes as a system in active
development. In this case, we can alter the weights to rank second order relationships
higher than first order relationships since there are fewer changes being applied but each
of those changes could affect many more baselines in a mature system.

Metrics are used to quantify software change impact in [31]. They focus on defining
and using software change impact metrics, and they define formulas based on the number of code changes (quantity of changes) in some instances, and on the types of changes
(quality) in other instances. Our method does not analyze code, but we model our change
impact formula after code analysis formulas examining the number of change to baseline
(CB) relationships instead of the number of commits made to a software repository (quantity of changes). We also flag changes that potentially impact user experience and usability (quality of changes).

Borg et. al. rank the impact of changes by identifying textually similar reports, searching for changes to identify change impact, and ranking the change impact. They rank the
impact using weighted calculations from all of the sets containing change artifacts and
summing them. The weight of each individual artifact is determined using a parameterized weighting formula that can be tuned for context specific improvements [29].

We define a change impact equation, based on the number of the different types of
mappings that can be applied regardless of whether a given change impacts UI/UX. The
equation is parameterized for context specific improvements as in [29]. The equation re-
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lies on inter-document mappings, intra-document mappings, and transitive mappings. The
parameterized Change Impact Equation (IC) is
IC = P1 *

CBM
T otBase



+ P2 ∗

1stOrd
CBM T ot



+ P3 ∗

2ndOrd
BBM



(EQ.1)

where:
• IC = Impact of Change,
• CBM = Number of change to baseline relationships established above the set
matching threshold,
• TotBase = Total number of baseline requirements,
• 1stOrd = Number of 1st order transitive relationships,
• CBMTot = Total number of change to baseline relationships,
• 2ndOrd = Number of 2nd order transitive relationships,
• BBM = Total number of baseline to baseline relationships, and
• P = Adjustable weight parameter terms.

The IC value is used to rank the changes. Algorithm 4 describes the ranking process,
and Figure 3.10 shows how the categorization and ranking processes works. Line 1 of Algorithm 4 takes RDCRD from Algorithm 3 as input. Lines 3 – 4 loops over each individual
requirement in RDCRD and calculates the change impact metric for each RDi ∈ RDCRD .
Lines 5 – 7 marks each RDi ∈ RDCRD as impacting user experience (if each RDi has not
already been marked in a previous step) if the RDi contains keywords from I, M, or E.
Lines 8 – 10 marks each RDi ∈ RDCRD as impacting the user interface if the RDi contains
keywords from V. Lines 11 – 12 adds each RDi along with its associated change impact
score and UI/UX flags to the final set. In some cases it may be beneficial to parameterize
the weights to generate a more accurate change impact score. The parameterized weights
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could be swapped for the first and second order terms in datasets that either only have a
few or completely lack change to change relationships since first order relationships cannot
be defined without the change to change relationships. We used values of 3 for P1 , 2 for
P2 , and 1 for P3 for our experiments.
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Algorithm 4: Final Output Algorithm
Result: The final output RDFinal which contains mappings from RDCRD with
impact factors, user experience and user interface impact flags added.
1

Input: RDCRD .

2

Let Ri ∈ RDCRD .
/* Determine impact factors and UI/UX factors using Algorithm 1 (if
needed)

3

*/

foreach Ri ∈ RDCRD do
/* Calculate change impact factor use the impact of change
formula

*/

4

Determine change impact metric for Ri .

5

if Ri contains keywords from I, M, or E then
Set the affects UX flag to TRUE.

6
7

end

8

if Ri contains keywords from V then
Set the affects UI flag to TRUE.

9
10

end

11

Add each Ri with resultant change impact factor, UX flag and UI flag to the
final output spreadsheet, RDFinal .

12

end
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Figure 3.10. Requirements Categorization and Ranking Process

3.2.6. Software Development Environment
We use Python 3.7 for the analysis and the text matching processes since Python has
many capable libraries, such as Gensim and Pandas, for performing some of the matching
tasks. We used two test beds to perform the process. The first test bed which was used
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for the initial process research and development is a circa 2012 Asus Republic of Gamers
G74 SX laptop with an Intel i7 2630QM 2 GHz processor with 4 cores, 12 GB of DDR3
1333 MHz SDRAM, a 500 GB SATA hard drive, and an Nvidia GeForce 580m graphics
card with 3 GB of GDDR5 VRAM running Ubuntu Linux 16.04. The second test bed
which was used for most of the heavier processing is a Sager NP7876 gaming laptop with
an Intel i7-9750H processor at 2.6 GHz with 6 cores, 32 GB of 2666 MHz DDR4 SDRAM,
a 1 TB NVMe (nonvolatile memory) solid state drive (SSD), a 2TB Hybrid Hard drive,
an NVidia GeForce RTX 2060 video card with 6GB of GDDR6 VRAM running Microsoft
Windows 10 Home.
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Chapter 4. Data Description
We used 17 unique datasets to establish and evaluate the research methodology. The
following seven of these datasets are more heavily based on semantic similarity than are
the other datasets: Drools, Errai, HornetQ, IronJacamar, JBoss Narayana, JBoss Seam
2, and TorqueBox. We include the other ten datasets for a more thorough analysis: Activiti, Apache Axis2, Apache Derby, GeoServer, Apache Hadoop, Apache Lucene, MongoDB, Smooks, SonarQube, and Sonar CSharp. All 17 of the datasets were from [56].
Each dataset is described respectively, and we describe some of their attributes in Table
4.1.

Drools is an open source business rules management system (BRMS) solution [7].
Drools allows for modeling of business decision logic using a decision model notation
(DMN) and this logic can be integrated with business processes using BPMN and/or with
Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) for machine learning applications [7]. Drools
is written in Java and is maintained by community releases from JBoss.org. There is a
suite of tools provided for process modelling with Drools. For projects that need support there is a paid enterprise edition with 24/7 support packages included. The Drools
dataset had 35920 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping
spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

Errai is an open source framework for building web applications using Java [8]. Some
of the prominent features of Errai are: HTML5 templates, code sharing between the client
and server, and a type safe and declarative programming model that can be implemented
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without using any browser plugins [8]. Errai also enables Java Enterprise Edition (EE)
code to run on the client side in the browser and it is maintained by the Errai community.
The Errai dataset had 7734 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual
mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

HornetQ is an open source project for building multi-protocol, high performance, and
scalable asynchronous messaging system [10]. The HornetQ code base has been donated to
Apache and was used for the Apache Artemis 1.0 release as part of the Apache ActiveMQ
messaging broker software. The HornetQ dataset had 13180 unique change to baseline
mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

IronJacamar implements the Java EE Connector 1.7 Specification which defines a contract on how enterprise systems integrate and interact with the Java EE platform [20].
IronJacamar is licensed under the Eclipse Public License v1.0 and is maintained by the
IronJacamar organization. The IronJacamar dataset had 11494 unique change to baseline
mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

JBoss Narayana is an open source transaction manager that protects against transactional data corruption and offers accurate business transactions for Java based frameworks
as well as Java EE and Jarkarta Enterprise Beans (EJB) applications [13]. Narayana
also has language bindings for the C/C++ programming languages. The Jboss Narayana
dataset had 22216 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping
spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

JBoss Seam 2 is an open source development platform for building modern applications
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with Java by integrating with Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX), JavaServer
Faces (JSF), Java Persistence (JPA), Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) and Business Process
Management (BPM) [16]. Seam integrates all these components into a single full stack development solution with advanced tools. Seam 2 is maintained by the Seam development
community using guidelines provided by Seam. There is also an enterprise version with
Red Hat support. The JBoss Seam2 dataset had 50542 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

TorqueBox is a Ruby application platform that provides an environment for Ruby on
Rails and Sinatra web applications [18]. It is built using JRuby and the JBoss server.
TorqueBox is open source and community supported. The Torquebox dataset had 12367
unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided
with the dataset.

Activiti is an open source business automation engine that enables process automation
and provides infrastructure for cloud based automation [14]. Activiti is written in the Java
programming language and is currently being maintained and updated by Alfresco and
the Activiti online community. The Activiti dataset had 170 unique change to baseline
mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

Apache Axis2 is an engine used for web services, SOAP and WSDL and succeeds
the original Apache Axis for these types of services. It contains additional support for
REST web services as well [2]. There is both a Java and C implementation for the engine.
Apache Axis2 is maintained by the Apache Software Foundation and its associated com-
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munity. The Apache Axis 2 dataset had 660 unique change to baseline mappings recorded
in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

Apache Derby is a very small footprint open source relational database project implemented in Java [3]. It is a sub-project of the larger Apache DB project and uses, Java,
JDBC, and SQL standards. Apache Derby is maintained by the Derby community and
governed by the rules of the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache Derby dataset had
2238 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet
provided with the dataset.

GeoServer is an open source server that can be used for sharing geospatial data using
open standards [9]. GeoServer is built using GeoTools which is an open source Java GIS
toolkit. GeoServer uses the Web Map Service (WMS) standard and with OpenLayers enables users to generate maps quickly and easily and can integrate with common mapping
APIs such as Google Maps and MapBox [1]. It is maintained by the GeoServer community. The GeoServer dataset had 861 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

Apache Hadoop is an open source framework used for distributed processing of large
data sets using super computers or computer clusters that can be leveraged by the simple programming models provided in the framework [4]. The Hadoop framework provides
an ecosystem of tools for efficiently working with large datasets including: Hadoop Common, Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which is a high bandwidth file system solution, Hadoop YARN for scheduling jobs and managing resources, Hadoop MapReduce for
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parallel processing of larger data sets, and Hadoop Ozone which is an object store for the
Hadoop ecosystem. Hadoop is maintained by the Hadoop community following the rules of
the Apache Software Foundation. The Hadoop dataset had 2618 unique change to baseline
mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

Apache Lucene is an open source search software with a search server called Solr [5].
There is both a Java library and a PyLucene sub-project which provides Python language
bindings for Lucene. The Apache Lucene dataset had 762 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

MongoDB is document-based distributed database based on JavaScript and JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) [12]. It allows for entire applications to be built with JavaScript
from front end to back end. MongoDB can be hosted on premises or in the cloud using
Atlas. They also provide GUI access to their database using Compass. There are both
free and paid versions available. Many companies choose to use MongoDB so their developers can code entire applications using only JavaScript as opposed to having to write
client and server side code using JavaScript and using some other language such as SQL
for databases calls. The MongoDB dataset had 4440 unique change to baseline mappings
recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

Smooks is a framework that provides a data integration platform. This platform has a
small footprint and can convert data sources from XML to non XML data such as CSV,
Java, etc. and from these data sources back to XML and to other data sources as well
[17]. The Smooks organization provides and maintains the source code on GitHub. The
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Smooks dataset had 77 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.

SonarQube is an automated code quality and security analyzer that uses static code
analysis rules that helps maintain code quality, security, and helps to mitigate technical
debt [6]. SonarQube has implementations for 27 programming languages including the top
5 programming languages on both TIOBE’s index and PYPL’s index of programming language popularity [11] [15]. SonarQube also works well with Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery (CI/CD approaches. The SonarQube dataset had 1453 unique change to
baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset.
Sonar CSharp is the C# implementation of SonarQube. The Sonar CSharp dataset had 41
unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided
with the dataset.

Table 4.1 shows the attributes of all the datasets used for the experiments performed in
this research [55].
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Table 4.1. Datasets Attributes
Commits to

Dataset

Trace Links

Software

Unique Trace Links

Primarily Based

Configuration

(Ground Truth)

on Similarity

Requirements Lines of Code

Management (Changes)

(Ground Truth)

Drools

115

256088

9484

35920

35800

Errai

321

27863

6873

7734

7711

Hornetq

334

352306

10901

13180

13082

Ironjacamar

41

85908

2161

11494

11126

Jboss Narayana

514

297996

1341

22216

21741

Seam 2

1652

24143

11305

50542

49824

Torquebox

428

6457

4576

12367

12276

Activiti

790

19605

4667

170

0

Apache Axis 2

1117

144412

11151

660

0

Apache Derby

2046

264350

7940

2238

0

Geoserver

1853

349094

3311

861

0

Hadoop

3046

806703

10509

2618

0

Lucene

2619

693928

12862

762

0

MongoDB

4464

653705

26679

4440

0

Smooks

314

78202

177

77

0

Sonar Csharp

241

12643

1392

41

0

Sonar

2948

72911

12031

1453

0
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Chapter 5. Experimental Design and Results
5.1. Experimental Design
We analyzed the data generated from applying the requirements to change mapping
process shown in Figure 3.2 using TF–IDF and LSI. We examined the 17 datasets at the
70% matching threshold and generated statistics for each dataset about the numbers and
types of matches, along with precision and recall for each dataset. Additionally, we measured the change to baseline mappings only method against the change to baseline mappings method with the transitive mapping enhancements.

We show the measurements at the 70% matching threshold. These 17 datasets are
shown in Table 5.1 along with 1) the number of unique trace links (ground truth mapping
numbers) that were established by analysts who worked on the systems from which these
datasets were generated, and 2) the number of changes mapped by our matching process
at the 70% matching thresholds.

Sections 5.3 and 5.4 from this chapter are adapted from the previously published work of “Measuring
Software Change Impact Using Requirement Dependencies” (2021) by Job M. Champagne and Doris L.
Carver reused with permission of IEEE.
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Table 5.1. Datasets Summary Statistics at 70%
70% Semantic Similarity
Number of
Number of Unique

Unique CB

CBT Trace Links

Trace Link

Found

Mappings Recorded

(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )

in Dataset

Dataset Name

(Ground Truth)
Drools

3223

35920

Errai

660

7734

Hornetq

1104

13180

Ironjacamar

984

11494

Jboss Narayana

1987

22216

Seam 2

4563

50542

Torquebox

1032

12367

Activiti

119

170

Apache Axis 2

278

660

Apache Derby

1584

2238

Geoserver

829

861

Hadoop

1850

2618

Lucene

522

762

MongoDB

2666

4440

Smooks

55

77

Sonar Csharp

30

41

Sonar

953

1453
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5.2. Requirements to Change Matching
The Drools dataset had 35920 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Similar and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and
the found mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying Similar
mappings. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline
only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.2. Drools Precision and Recall Results
CB Only

CB with Transitive

(RDCB )

(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )

Precision

67.86%

87.92%

Recall

10.72%

21.67%

F Measure

18.51%

34.77%

Table 5.3. Drools Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

6

Hit Percentage 0.02%

3820

23

10.63% 0.06%

32071
89.28%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

10

Hit Percentage 0.03%

7734

41

21.53% 0.11%
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28135
78.33%

The formulas for precision, recall, and F Measure are shown below in Equations 2, 3, and
4, respectively:


P recision =


Recall =

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseP ositive

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseN egative


F M easure =

2 ∗ P recision ∗ Recall
P recision + Recall


(EQ.2)


(EQ.3)


(EQ.4)

We compute the Precision, Recall, and F Measure calculations for every dataset.

The Errai dataset had 7734 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual
mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of mappings
given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were: Similar and
Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and the found
mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying similar mappings.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline only and the
transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.4. Errai Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

73.42%

86.56%

Recall

11.29%

19.41%

F Measure

19.57%

31.71%
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Table 5.5. Errai Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

0

Hit Percentage 0.00%

871

2

11.26% 0.02%

6861
88.71%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

2

Hit Percentage 0.03%

1497

2

19.36% 0.02%

6233
80.59%

The HornetQ dataset had 13180 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Similar and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and
the found mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall
this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying similar
mappings. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline
only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.6. HornetQ Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

63.83%

77.53%

Recall

8.49%

13.30%

F Measure

14.99%

22.71%
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Table 5.7. HornetQ Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

2

Hit Percentage 0.02%

1109

8

12061

8.41%

0.07%

91.51%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

3

Hit Percentage 0.02%

1738

12

13.19% 0.10%

11427
86.70%

The IronJacamar dataset had 11494 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in
the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories
of mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Similar and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and
the found mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall
this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying similar
mappings. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline
only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.8. IronJacamar Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

95.46%

98.97%

Recall

38.81%

70.41%

F Measure

55.19%

82.28%
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Table 5.9. IronJacamar Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

5

Hit Percentage 0.04%

4439

17

38.62% 0.15%

7033
61.19%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

13

Hit Percentage 0.11%

8021

59

69.78% 0.51%

3401
29.59%

The JBoss Narayana dataset had 22216 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in
the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories
of mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Similar and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and
the found mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall
this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying similar
mappings. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline
only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.10. JBoss Narayana Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

76.22%

92.30%

Recall

14.32%

29.95%

F Measure

24.11%

45.23%
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Table 5.11. JBoss Narayana Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

26

Hit Percentage 0.12%

3122

34

14.05% 0.15%

19034
85.68%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

62

Hit Percentage 0.28%

6506

86

29.29% 0.40%

15562
70.05%

The JBoss Seam 2 dataset had 50542 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in
the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories
of mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Similar and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and
the found mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall
this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying similar
mappings. Tables 5.12 and 5.13 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline
only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.12. Seam 2 Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

68.94%

87.88%

Recall

10.74%

20.92%

F Measure

18.58%

33.79%
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Table 5.13. Seam 2 Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

16

Hit Percentage 0.03%

5376

36

10.64% 0.07%

45114
89.26%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

53

Hit Percentage 0.10%

10450

68

20.68% 0.13%

39971
79.08%

The TorqueBox dataset had 12367 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Similar and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit” and
the found mappings that were less relevant than Similar and Related as “Others”. Overall
this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying similar
mappings. Tables 5.14 and 5.15 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline
only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.14. TorqueBox Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

64.02%

80.06%

Recall

8.27%

13.79%

F Measure

14.65%

23.53%
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Table 5.15. TorqueBox Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

1

Hit Percentage 0.01%

1015

7

11344

8.21%

0.06%

91.73%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Related Similar Others No Hit

Total

2

Hit Percentage 0.02%

1694

10

13.70% 0.08%

10661
86.21%

The Activiti dataset had 170 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were: Dependent and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Dependent and Related as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying dependent mappings. Tables 5.16 and 5.17 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to
baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.16. Activiti Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

24.37%

37.70%

Recall

17.06%

27.06%

F Measure

20.07%

31.51%
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Table 5.17. Activiti Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Dependent Related Others

No Hit

Total

10

Hit Percentage 5.88%

6

13

141

3.53%

7.65%

82.94%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Dependent Related Others

No Hit

Total

20

124

Hit Percentage 11.76%

9

17

5.29%

10.00% 72.94%

The Apache Axis 2 dataset had 660 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Reference and Part-Of. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Reference and Part-Of as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
reference mappings. Tables 5.18 and 5.19 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to
baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.18. Apache Axis 2 Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

23.72%

37.57%

Recall

11.21%

19.24%

F Measure

15.23%

25.45%

77

Table 5.19. Apache Axis 2 Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others No Hit

Total

11

Hit Percentage 1.67%

30

33

586

4.55%

5.01%

88.79%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others No Hit

Total

20

Hit Percentage 3.03%

53

54

533

8.03%

8.18%

80.76%

The Apache Derby dataset had 2238 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in
the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories
of mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Part-Of and Reference. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Part-Of and Reference as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
reference mappings. Tables 5.20 and 5.21 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to
baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.20. Apache Derby Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

9.90%

16.35%

Recall

7.06%

11.75%

F Measure

8.24%

13.67%
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Table 5.21. Apache Derby Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others No Hit

Total

40

Hit Percentage 1.79%

60

58

2080

2.68%

2.58%

92.94%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others No Hit

Total

63

Hit Percentage 2.82%

109

91

1975

4.87%

4.05%

88.25%

The GeoServer dataset had 861 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Part-Of and Dependent. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Part-Of and Dependent as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best at identifying Part-of and Dependent matches. Tables
5.22 and 5.23 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.22. GeoServer Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

3.92%

10.83%

Recall

3.83%

11.27%

F Measure

3.88%

11.04%
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Table 5.23. GeoServer Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Dependent Part-of Others No Hit

Total

11

Hit Percentage 1.28%

16

6

828

1.86%

0.70%

96.17%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Dependent Part-of Others No Hit

Total

40

Hit Percentage 4.65%

42

15

764

4.88%

1.74%

88.73%

The Hadoop dataset had 2618 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Part-Of and Reference. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Part-Of and Reference as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
Reference mappings. Tables 5.24 and 5.25 show the breakdown of the metrics for change
to baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.24. Hadoop Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

7.27%

21.00%

Recall

5.16%

15.36%

F Measure

6.03%

17.74%
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Table 5.25. Hadoop Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others No Hit

Total

22

Hit Percentage 0.84%

52

61

2483

1.99%

2.33%

94.84%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others No Hit

Total

77

Hit Percentage 2.94%

135

190

2216

5.16%

7.25%

84.64%

The Lucene dataset had 762 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Part-Of and Reference. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Part-Of and Reference as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
Reference mappings. Tables 5.26 and 5.27 show the breakdown of the metrics for change
to baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.26. Lucene Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

12.29%

30.70%

Recall

8.53%

21.92%

F Measure

10.07%

25.57%
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Table 5.27. Lucene Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others

No Hit

Total

10

Hit Percentage 1.31%

26

29

697

3.41%

3.80%

91.47%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Part-of Reference Others

No Hit

Total

18

595

Hit Percentage 2.36%

71

78

9.32%

10.23% 78.08%

The MongoDB dataset had 4440 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Duplicate and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Duplicate and Related as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
Related mappings. Tables 5.28 and 5.29 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to
baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.28. MongoDB Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

8.75%

23.03%

Recall

5.29%

14.48%

F Measure

6.60%

17.78%
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Table 5.29. MongoDB Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Duplicate Related Others No Hit

Total

48

Hit Percentage 1.08%

117

70

4205

2.64%

1.58%

94.71%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Duplicate Related Others No Hit

Total

129

Hit Percentage 2.91%

307

207

3797

6.91%

4.66%

85.52%

The Smooks dataset had 77 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were: Dependent and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Dependent and Related as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
Dependent mappings. Tables 5.30 and 5.31 show the breakdown of the metrics for change
to baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.30. Smooks Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

35.09%

41.38%

Recall

25.97%

31.17%

F Measure

29.85%

35.56%
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Table 5.31. Smooks Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Dependent Related Others No Hit

Total

11

Hit Percentage 14.29%

4

5

57

5.19%

6.49%

74.03%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Dependent Related Others No Hit

Total

13

Hit Percentage 16.88%

6

5

53

7.79%

6.49%

68.83%

The SonarQube dataset had 1453 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Part-Of and Related. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No Hit”
and the found mappings that were less relevant than Part-Of and Related as “Others”.
Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at identifying
Related mappings. Tables 5.32 and 5.33 show the breakdown of the metrics for change to
baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.32. SonarQube Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

12.58%

25.60%

Recall

8.33%

17.48%

F Measure

10.02%

20.78%
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Table 5.33. SonarQube Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Part-of Related Others No Hit

Total

33

Hit Percentage 2.27%

47

41

1332

3.23%

2.82%

91.67%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Part-of Related Others No Hit

Total

56

Hit Percentage 3.85%

96

102

1199

6.61%

7.02%

82.52%

The Sonar CSharp dataset had 41 unique change to baseline mappings recorded in the
manual mapping spreadsheet provided with the dataset. The most relevant categories of
mappings given in the original dataset according to the number of matches found were:
Dependent and Duplicate. We categorized the mappings that were not found as a “No
Hit” and the found mappings that were less relevant than Dependent and Duplicate as
“Others”. Overall this process performed best across match spectra for this dataset at
identifying Duplicate mappings. Tables 5.34 and 5.35 show the breakdown of the metrics
for change to baseline only and the transitive enhanced version at 70% semantic similarity:
Table 5.34. Sonar CSharp Precision and Recall Results
CB with
CB Only
Transitive
(RDCB )
(RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Precision

36.67%

50.00%

Recall

26.83%

36.59%

F Measure

30.99%

42.25%
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Table 5.35. Sonar CSharp Recall Breakdown
CB Only (RDCB )
Mapping Type

Dependent Duplicate Others No Hit

Total

3

Hit Percentage 7.32%

6

2

30

14.63%

4.88%

73.17%

CB with Transitive (RDCB ∪ RD1st ∪ RD2nd )
Mapping Type

Dependent Duplicate Others No Hit

Total

4

Hit Percentage 9.76%

8

3

26

19.51%

7.32%

63.41%

Tables 5.1 – 5.35 show precision, recall, and associated F Measure at 70% for both
change to baseline only mappings (CB Only) and change to baseline mapping with transitive enhancements. In all cases the transitive enhanced matches produce equivalent or
better scores than the non-enhanced change to baseline only mapping. The tables containing the results split by matching type show the best representative match categories
for each dataset along with what percentage of all the possible matches they make up.
Matches that are not found are grouped into the “No Hit” category while less consequential matches are grouped into the “Others” category. The Ground Truth and CBT match
tables show number of Ground Truth CB matches with the number of CBT matches
found at 70%.
5.3. Derivation of Impact Scores
The impact factor scores that we derive using the change impact equation (EQ. 1) yield
data that we use to rank changes by impact. The differences in impact between very close
scores, such as 0.8 and 0.85 are likely too small for meaningful differentiation. To address
this issue, we apply a fuzzy mapping technique to bucket the impact scores and produce
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an impact output that is more meaningful than raw impact numbers for analysts to apply
the results. Fuzzification of the impact scores groups the impact scores into more easily
communicated terms.

We bucket the impact scores into high, medium, and low impact using a membership
function shown with change impact score mapping rules. Since each change dataset is
unique, we apply these buckets on a per dataset basis rather than applying some standard
bucket ranges to every dataset. For example, the highest scores in the 17 datasets range
from 0.31 to 0.65 approximately. We show the high, medium, and low impact changes for
each dataset following similar patterns as used in [34]. To define these buckets we calculate the tertiles to establish ranges for each bucket from the entire score range for the
dataset according to the following rules:
Let Tt = Top tertile, Tm = Middle tertile, Tb = Bottom tertile:
1. If IC > T m then IC −→ T t (High impact).
2. If T b ≤ IC ≤ T m then IC −→ T m (Medium impact).
3. If IC < T b then IC −→ T b (Low impact).
5.4. Results of Computing Scores and Fuzzy Mapping
Table 5.36 shows an example of the top 5 and bottom 5 changes along with connection
types and resultant IC scores from the Activiti dataset at the 70% matching threshold.
These scores are produced for every discovered change that maps to baselines and transitives. In Table 5.36, CB = Change to Baseline, CBM = Change to Baseline Mapping,
BBM = Baseline to Baseline Mapping, and IC = Impact of Change score. Table 5.36
shows the top 5 and bottom 5 change text by impact score ranking. This table shows
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underlying metrics used to produce the impact of change (IC) scores. Table 5.37 shows
the same information as Table 5.36 except filtered for only changes that affect UI/UX.
For example the change text “Add support for dynamic subtasks” has an IC score of
0.322858506 which is derived by using Equation 1. (IC = 3 * (12/127) + 2 * (0/425) +
1 * (13/330) = 0.322858506). The bucketing for all the datasets at the 70% matching
threshold is shown in Table 5.37. The bucketing for all the datasets at the 70% matching
threshold filtered for affecting UI/UX is shown in Table 5.38.
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Table 5.36. Activiti 70% Impact Score Raw Scores Example
CB

1st Ord

2nd Ord

Total Baseline

Total

Total

Change Text

IC
Matches Matches

Matches

Requirements

CBM

BBM

RuntimeService.signal
should be able to take

21

37

64

127

1140

944

0.63

19

0

30

127

1140

944

0.480598559

19

0

30

127

1140

944

0.480598559

19

0

26

127

1140

944

0.476361271

18

0

33

127

1140

944

0.460154478

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

2

13

1

127

1140

944

0.071110434

1

17

4

127

1140

944

0.057683897

1

15

2

127

1140

944

0.052056481

2

2

1

127

1140

944

0.051812188

1

13

1

127

1140

944

0.047488387

signalName
Add support for
dynamic subtasks
Add support for
persistent event
subscriptions
Add support for
bpmn20 event based
gateway in engine
Add specific exceptions
for common error
scenarios
(TaskNotFoundException
if a task if not found etc)
...
Activiti Update from
5.8 to 5.9 (using PostgreSQL)
Fix DB2 metadata problem
Create server script for
continuous integration
Update documentation
Deploying two processes
with same id breaks engine
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Table 5.37. Activiti 70% Impact Score Raw Scores UI/UX Only Example
CB

1st Ord

2nd Ord

Total Baseline

Total

Total

Matches Matches

Matches

Requirements

CBM

BBM

Change Text

IC

RuntimeService.signal
21

37

64

127

1140

944

0.63

19

0

30

127

1140

944

0.480598559

19

0

30

127

1140

944

0.480598559

19

0

26

127

1140

944

0.476361271

18

0

33

127

1140

944

0.460154478

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

2

0

10

127

1140

944

0.057837315

2

15

3

127

1140

944

0.07673785

2

0

5

127

1140

944

0.052540705

Fix DB2 metadata problem

1

17

4

127

1140

944

0.057683897

Update documentation

2

2

1

127

1140

944

0.051812188

should be able to take
signalName
Add support for
dynamic subtasks
Add support for
persistent event
subscriptions
Add support for
bpmn20 event based
gateway in engine
Add specific exceptions
for common error
scenarios
(TaskNotFoundException
if a task if not found etc)
...
Make handling of process definition
resource name and other resource
names consistent
Improve documentation for
creating Designer Extensions
Make REST API use a single
transaction when doing
multiple engine calls
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Table 5.38. Impact Score Fuzzy Mapping Tertiles
Dataset

High Impact

Medium Impact

Drools

ISC > 0.066249 0.018636 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.066249 ISC < 0.018636

Errai

ISC > 0.084117 0.033154 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.084117 ISC < 0.033154

HornetQ

ISC > 0.046961 0.014546 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.046961 ISC < 0.014546

IronJacamar

ISC > 0.35158

0.11379 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.35158

Low Impact

ISC < 0.11379

Jboss Narayana ISC > 0.069022 0.027791 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.069022 ISC < 0.027791
Jboss Seam 2

ISC > 0.062075 0.02458 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.062075

Torquebox

ISC > 0.05326

0.015354 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.05326

ISC < 0.015354

Activiti

ISC > 0.40701

0.209559 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.40701

ISC < 0.209559

Apache Axis 2

ISC > 0.139761 0.058033 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.139761 ISC < 0.058033

Apache Derby

ISC > 0.058327 0.026144 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.058327 ISC < 0.026144

Geoserver

ISC > 0.116612 0.029479 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.116612 ISC < 0.029479

Hadoop

ISC > 0.055171 0.01811 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.055171

Lucene

ISC > 0.137142 0.079802 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.137142 ISC < 0.079802

MongoDB

ISC > 0.041793 0.018382 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.041793 ISC < 0.018382

Smooks

ISC > 0.406394 0.292897 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.406394 ISC < 0.292897

SonarQube

ISC > 0.080883 0.035024 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.080883 ISC < 0.035024

Sonar CSharp

ISC > 0.658533 0.311121 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.658533 ISC < 0.311121
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ISC < 0.02458

ISC < 0.01811

Table 5.39. Impact Score Fuzzy Mapping Tertiles UI/UX Only
Dataset

High Impact

Medium Impact

Low Impact

Drools

ISC > 0.094653 0.024347 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.094653 ISC < 0.024347

Errai

ISC > 0.112265 0.041079 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.112265 ISC < 0.041079

HornetQ

ISC > 0.063814 0.022223 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.063814 ISC < 0.022223

IronJacamar

ISC > 0.435276 0.146821 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.435276 ISC < 0.146821

Jboss Narayana ISC > 0.094755 0.040987 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.094755 ISC < 0.040987
Jboss Seam 2

ISC > 0.064836 0.027877 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.064836 ISC < 0.027877

Torquebox

ISC > 0.07634

Activiti

ISC > 0.439106 0.237365 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.439106 ISC < 0.237365

Apache Axis 2

ISC > 0.157296 0.085922 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.157296 ISC < 0.085922

Apache Derby

ISC > 0.061449 0.030165 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.061449 ISC < 0.030165

Geoserver

ISC > 0.131182 0.038755 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.131182 ISC < 0.038755

Hadoop

ISC > 0.062087 0.025375 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.062087 ISC < 0.025375

Lucene

ISC > 0.142265 0.094958 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.142265 ISC < 0.094958

MongoDB

ISC > 0.049115 0.024272 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.049115 ISC < 0.024272

Smooks

ISC > 0.500109 0.292897 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.500109 ISC < 0.292897

SonarQube

ISC > 0.088575 0.039069 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.088575 ISC < 0.039069

Sonar CSharp

ISC > 0.721835 0.478198 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.721835 ISC < 0.478198

0.023248 ≤ ISC ≤ 0.07634

ISC < 0.023248

Bucketing the scores for each dataset into tertiles puts the bottom third of data into
the low impact category, the middle third of data into the medium impact category, and
the top third of data into the high impact category. Grouping requirements impact scores
in this way puts similarly ranked impacts on the same level and provides additional information about the levels of impact to assist decision making using the impact scores.
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Chapter 6. Evaluation
We evaluated the matching process by comparing the matching results with the ground
truth provided with the datasets. We specifically analyzed the following:
1) Precision and Recall for change to baseline mappings only against change to baseline
mappings with transitive mapping enhancements. We evaluate the mapping results by
comparing the process mappings against the ground truth mappings provided with the
datasets. We show the breakdown of what types of matches were found and/or missed, we
give precision and recall measures for each dataset, and we show if there is any significant
increase in precision and recall by comparing the match results with change to baseline
mappings only against match results that include transitive mappings.
2) We evaluated the IUX metrics generated from the change impact equation and ranked
change impact in the datasets by how many baseline requirements were mapped to by
each change. We analyzed the top 10 mappings and compared them against both the raw
change impact measure which only utilizes the change to baseline mappings to define impact and the weighted change impact shown in Equation 1.
3) We evaluated the fuzzy mappings effectiveness and how the UI/UX flagged requirements were bucketed.
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6.1. Precision and Recall Analysis for Change to Baseline Mappings and Change
to Baseline Plus Transitives
Table 6.1 shows the summary statistics including precision and recall at the 70%
matching thresholds for the 17 datasets used for evaluation. The table also shows the comparison between change to baseline (CB) only mapping statistics to transitive enhanced
change to baseline (CBT) mapping statistics.

We observed that in all cases the transitive enhanced change to baseline mapping
method resulted in an increase in both precision and recall across all the matching spectra. We observed a 68% average increase and a 36% median increase for precision and a
98% average increase and an 81% median increase in recall.

Some datasets in the ground truth had requirements which were marked as having semantic similarity relationships. These datasets focused more heavily on similarity of requirements. We discussed these datasets in isolation from the datasets where the majority of matches are not based on similarity. Table 6.2 shows this data for 70% matching
thresholds. We observed that for the 70% match spectra for the datasets with high similarity, the average and median precision is above 80%. The recall increases are minimal.
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Table 6.1. 70% Summary Statistics
Number of
Number of

Unique CB

Unique CBT

Trace Link

Trace Link

Mappings

Mappings

Recorded in

Established

Dataset

Number of Matches Number of Matches
Dataset Name
CB Only

Mappings

Precision

With Transitives

CB Only

Recall
CB Only

F Measure
CB Only

Precision

Recall

Precision Percent

Recall Percent

Heavily

Increase

Increase

Based On

With Transitives

With Transitives

F Measure

With Transitives With Transitives With Transitives
Semantic
Similarity

(Ground Truth)
Drools

3849

7758

3223

35920

67.86%

10.72%

18.51%

87.61%

21.67%

34.75%

29.11%

102.26%

Yes

Errai

873

1501

660

7734

73.42%

11.29%

19.57%

86.56%

19.41%

31.71%

17.90%

71.94%

Yes

Hornetq

1119

1753

1104

13180

63.83%

8.49%

14.99%

77.53%

13.30%

22.71%

21.46%

56.66%

Yes

Ironjacamar

4461

8093

984

11494

95.46%

38.81%

55.19%

98.97%

70.41%

82.28%

3.68%

81.42%

Yes

Jboss Narayana

3182

6654

1987

22216

76.22%

14.32%

24.11%

92.30%

29.95%

45.23%

21.11%

109.11%

Yes

Seam 2

5428

10571

4563

50542

68.94%

10.74%

18.58%

87.88%

20.92%

33.79%

27.48%

94.75%

Yes

Torquebox

1023

1706

1032

12367

64.02%

8.27%

14.65%

80.06%

13.79%

23.53%

25.05%

66.76%

Yes

29

46

119

170

24.37%

17.06%

20.07%

37.70%

27.06%

31.51%

54.72%

58.62%

No

Apache Axis 2

74

127

278

660

23.72%

11.21%

15.23%

37.57%

19.24%

25.45%

58.42%

71.62%

No

Apache Derby

158

263

1584

2238

9.90%

7.06%

8.24%

16.35%

11.75%

13.67%

65.11%

66.46%

No

Geoserver

33

97

829

861

3.92%

3.83%

3.88%

10.83%

11.27%

11.04%

176.22%

193.94%

No

Hadoop

135

402

1850

2618

7.27%

5.16%

6.03%

21.00%

15.36%

17.74%

188.91%

197.78%

No

Lucene

65

167

522

762

12.29%

8.53%

10.07%

30.70%

21.92%

25.57%

149.84%

156.92%

No

MongoDB

235

643

2666

4440

8.75%

5.29%

6.60%

23.03%

14.48%

17.78%

163.13%

173.62%

No

Smooks

20

24

55

77

35.09%

25.97%

29.85%

41.38%

31.17%

35.56%

17.93%

20.00%

No

Sonar Csharp

11

15

30

41

36.67%

26.83%

30.99%

50.00%

36.59%

42.25%

36.36%

36.36%

No

Sonar

121

254

953

1453

12.58%

8.33%

10.02%

25.60%

17.48%

20.78%

103.57%

109.92%

No

Average

1224.47059

2357.294118

1319.941176

9810.17647

40.25%

13.05%

18.03%

53.24%

23.28%

30.31%

68.24%

98.13%

Median

158

402

984

2618

35.09%

10.72%

15.23%

41.38%

19.41%

25.57%

36.36%

81.42%

Activiti
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Table 6.2. 70% Summary Statistics High Similarity Datasets
Number of
Number of

Unique CB

Unique CBT

Trace Link

Trace Link

Mappings

Mappings

Recorded in

Established

Dataset

Number of Matches Number of Matches
Dataset Name
CB Only

Mappings

Precision

With Transitives

CB Only

Recall
CB Only

F Measure
CB Only

Precision

Recall

Precision Percent

Recall Percent

Heavily

Increase

Increase

Based On

With Transitives

With Transitives

F Measure

With Transitives With Transitives With Transitives
Semantic
Similarity

(Ground Truth)
Drools

3849

7758

3223

35920

67.86%

10.72%

18.51%

87.61%

21.67%

34.75%

29.11%

102.26%

Yes

Errai

873

1501

660

7734

73.42%

11.29%

19.57%

86.56%

19.41%

31.71%

17.90%

71.94%

Yes

Hornetq

1119

1753

1104

13180

63.83%

8.49%

14.99%

77.53%

13.30%

22.71%

21.46%

56.66%

Yes

Ironjacamar

4461

8093

984

11494

95.46%

38.81%

55.19%

98.97%

70.41%

82.28%

3.68%

81.42%

Yes

Jboss Narayana

3182

6654

1987

22216

76.22%

14.32%

24.11%

92.30%

29.95%

45.23%

21.11%

109.11%

Yes

Seam 2

5428

10571

4563

50542

68.94%

10.74%

18.58%

87.88%

20.92%

33.79%

27.48%

94.75%

Yes

Torquebox

1023

1706

1032

12367

64.02%

8.27%

14.65%

80.06%

13.79%

23.53%

25.05%

66.76%

Yes

Average

2847.85714

5433.714286

1936.142857

21921.8571

72.82%

14.66%

23.66%

87.27%

27.06%

39.14%

20.83%

83.27%

Median

3182

6654

1104

13180

68.94%

10.74%

18.58%

87.61%

20.92%

33.79%

21.46%

81.42%

6.2. Impact Buckets and UI/UX Effect
We analyzed the distribution of how many requirements of the discovered mappings for each dataset affected UI/UX along
with the impact factor buckets the IC formula mapped them to at the 70% matching threshold. The results are shown in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3. UI/UX Impact By Impact Bucket
High Impact

Total

Percent

Percent

Affecting

of Total

UI/UX

Dataset

Total CBT

Dataset
UI/UX

Medium Impact

Total

Trace Links

UI/UX

Low Impact

Percent

Percent

Affecting

of Total

UI/UX

Dataset

Total CBT

Total

Trace Links

UI/UX

Percent

Percent

Affecting

of Total

UI/UX

Dataset

Total CBT
Trace Links

Drools

1074

1074

100%

33.32%

1063

1079

98.52%

32.98%

658

1070

61.50%

20.42%

Errai

216

220

98.18%

32.73%

199

222

89.64%

30.15%

142

218

65.14%

21.52%

Hornetq

354

368

96.20%

32.07%

308

368

83.70%

27.90%

171

368

46.47%

15.49%

Ironjacamar

328

328

100.00%

33.33%

322

341

94.43%

32.72%

194

315

61.59%

19.72%

Jboss Narayana

662

662

100.00%

33.32%

643

663

96.98%

32.36%

396

662

59.82%

19.93%

Seam 2

1521

1521

100.00%

33.33%

1521

1521

100.00%

33.33%

1269

1521

83.43%

27.81%

Torquebox

340

344

98.84%

32.95%

282

346

81.50%

27.33%

205

342

59.94%

19.86%

Activiti

38

38

100.00%

31.93%

39

42

92.86%

32.77%

20

39

51.28%

16.81%

Apache Axis 2

92

92

100.00%

33.09%

83

94

88.30%

29.86%

47

92

51.09%

16.91%

Apache Derby

528

528

100.00%

33.33%

520

528

98.48%

32.83%

394

528

74.62%

24.87%

Geoserver

275

276

99.64%

33.17%

240

277

86.64%

28.95%

161

276

58.33%

19.42%

Hadoop

616

616

100.00%

33.30%

615

618

99.51%

33.24%

394

616

63.96%

21.30%

Lucene

169

170

99.41%

32.38%

177

179

98.88%

33.91%

103

173

59.54%

19.73%

MongoDB

888

888

100.00%

33.31%

861

890

96.74%

32.30%

513

888

57.77%

19.24%

Smooks

14

17

82.35%

25.45%

14

24

58.33%

25.45%

9

14

64.29%

16.36%

Sonar CSharp

10

10

100.00%

33.33%

2

10

20.00%

6.67%

4

10

40.00%

13.33%

Sonar

317

317

100.00%

33.26%

313

319

98.12%

32.84%

251

317

79.18%

26.34%

Average

437.7647059

439.3529412

98.51%

32.57%

423.6470588

442.4117647

87.21%

29.74%

290.0588235

438.1764706

61.06%

19.94%

Median

328

328

100.00%

33.26%

308

341

94.43%

32.36%

194

317

59.94%

19.73%
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We also performed a paired sample T-test to compare the means of the number of UI/UX
flagged requirements between the high and medium impact buckets, the high and low impact buckets, and the medium and low impact buckets. These measurements are shown in
Tables 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 respectively.
Table 6.4. T-test: Paired Two Sample for Means High to Medium
High Impact UI/UX Medium Impact UI/UX
Mean

437.7647059

423.6470588

Variance

169008.4412

169304.9926

17

17

Observations
Pearson Correlation

0.999050125

Hypothesized Mean Difference

0

df

16

t Stat

3.246431362

P(T<=t) one-tail

0.002529429

t Critical one-tail

1.745883676

P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

0.005058857
2.119905299
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Table 6.5. T-test: Paired Two Sample for Means High to Low
High Impact UI/UX Low Impact UI/UX
Mean

437.7647

290.059

Variance

169008.4

98425.3

17

17

Observations
Pearson Correlation

0.977749

Hypothesized Mean Difference

0

df

16

t Stat

4.936092

P(T<=t) one-tail

7.45E-05

t Critical one-tail

1.745884

P(T<=t) two-tail

0.000149

t Critical two-tail

2.119905

Table 6.6. T-test: Paired Two Sample for Means Medium to Low
Medium Impact UI/UX Low Impact UI/UX
Mean

423.6470588

290.0588

Variance

169304.9926

98425.31

17

17

Observations
Pearson Correlation

0.980703156

Hypothesized Mean Difference

0

df

16

t Stat

4.56863974

P(T<=t) one-tail

0.000157751

t Critical one-tail

1.745883676

P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

0.000315503
2.119905299
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Table 6.3 shows that the impact score bucketing prioritizes UI/UX flagged requirements
as having highest impact. Tables 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 indicate that these results are significant
since all the two-tail p values are less than 0.05. Taking these results together we observed
that the impact scoring and fuzzy mapping method pushes changes that affect UI/UX into
higher buckets with the largest percentage of the UI/UX changes being mapped to the
high impact bucket and the smallest percentage of the of UI/UX changes being mapped
to the low impact bucket. Since the impact scoring, ranking, and fuzzy mapping methods
were not designed to specifically take UI/UX flagged changes into account when they are
applied, these results indicate that UI/UX flagged changes tend to show a higher impact
than other types of changes when ranked using the IC formula.
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Chapter 7. Summary
7.1. Conclusions
This research defines a methodology for identifying and ranking requirements that have
impact on user experience (IUX). We implemented the matching phase of the methodology, identified transitive mappings, and generated rankings which can be used to make
decisions about software deployments. We evaluated the results by verifying the ground
truth mapping of requirements given in the datasets against our results.

We address the research questions individually:
RQ1: Can a multi-level similarity matching process improve precision and recall between requirements and changes?
RQ2: Can IUX changes be identified and ranked according to the relationship level between changes and their associated requirements?
RQ3: Does the impact of IUX changes differ from the impact of non-IUX changes?

RQ1 is answered positively by the data shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. We observe that
in Table 6.1 the average percentage increase for precision that uses transitive relationships
in addition to standard change to baseline relationships is 68.24% with the smallest increase being 3.68% for the IronJacamar dataset, and the largest increase being 188.91%
for the Hadoop dataset. The median percentage increase for precision for all datasets is
36.36%. We observe an average increase of the recall in Table 6.1 of 98.13% when transitive relationships are used in addition to standard change to baseline relationships with
the smallest increase being 20% for the Smooks dataset and the largest increase being
197.78% for the Hadoop dataset. The median percentage increase for recall for all datasets
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is 98.13%. We observe that the three datasets with the lowest precision and recall using
change to baseline relationships only (GeoServer, Hadoop, and MongoDB) also have the
largest percentage increases when transitive relationships are added. Finally Tables 6.1
and 6.2 show that adding transitive relationships boosts both precision and recall in all
datasets regardless of the types of ground truth relationships the datasets contain.

For RQ2, we show that IUX changes can be ranked based on the number of matches
between requirements and changes. Our model bases the impact of a change on how many
baseline requirements the change maps to and identifies which changes affect the most
requirements, which changes have the highest impact on the system, and captures the
changes for UI/UX. We mark whether changes affect UI/UX, calculate the change impact
using the change impact equation, and rank the impact of each change. The changes are
mapped to impact buckets which are created using a fuzzy tertile mapping.

For RQ3, the results shown in section 6.2 show that there is difference in the impact
of IUX and non-IUX changes. Table 6.3 shows that most IUX changes are put into the
higher and medium impact buckets while most of the non-IUX changes are put into the
low impact bucket. Tables 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 confirm that the IUX changes are generally
mapped to higher impact buckets.

Contributions of this research include:
1. The introduction of a multi-level similarity matching process between requirements and changes that is based on direct change to baseline relationships as well
as multi-level transitive relationships among requirements.
2. A method for creating a ranking by level of impact of proposed software changes
on user experience can help software developers order changes.
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3. A method that can be used to consolidate requirements based on the relatedness
of the requirements and changes, as well as used to discover overlapping requirements or changes.
4. An aid for usability testing, since requirements with a lower IUX impact are identified and could be deployed with the lowest priority.
5. A framework that can be used as the basis for a recommender system for software change management based on IUX impact.

Through these contributions, we provide assistance for identifying software changes and
their impact on usability and user experience. We enhance the standard change to baseline mapping techniques by adding a deeper analysis phase that identifies baseline to baseline mappings, change to change mappings, first order transitive mappings, and second
order transitive mappings. We use this information to rank the impact of changes based
on how many baselines are affected by that change.
7.2. Future Work
Future enhancements to this research include:
1. A software process with a GUI that can be used to help software developers make
better decisions regarding change management and change deployment prioritization.
2. A recommender system that can suggest reductions in required usability testing,
since requirements with a lower usability can be deployed with lowest priority.
3. User feedback integration for further process enhancements.

A software system that reads in requirements text files through drag and drop functionality and/or direct input would allow for a more seamless user interaction. Furthermore,
representing the trace links graphically could help requirements writers gain a better understanding of the design of a software system and what impacts their proposed changes
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would have on the system if implemented. This information could be used to generate recommendations of how to implement the changes, change management recommendations,
and suggest what types of usability testing need to be performed during the release cycle.
Finally, a feedback integration mechanism could take suggestions from the users on which
methods worked well from the suggestions and which methods did not work well.
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Appendix A. IRB Approval
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Appendix B. Permissions
B.1 Permission for: Table 3.1, Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, Algorithm 2
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B.2 Permission for: Table 3.5, Figure 3.8, Equation 1, Sections 5.4 and 5.5
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